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I. INTRODUCTION 
1. Object and Scope. 
The purpose of this investigation is to study by analytical means the dynamic be-
havior of simple span highway bridges under the passage of heavy vehicles. In all previous 
analytical studies of this problem, a vehicle was treated as a single-axle load. In the 
present study the vehi cle is represented by a load un it having. two axles. 
Since all highway vehicles have at least two axles, the two-axle load representa-
tion is more realistic than the single-axle representation used in the past investigations. This 
is particularly true in the case of tractor-trailer type of vehicles for which the ratio of the 
axle spacing of the vehicle to the span length of the bridge may be relatively large. For 
instance, if one considers a tractor-semi -trailer havi ng two heavy rear axles* spaced at, say, 
25 ft. apart moving across a bridge 45 ft. long, it hardly seems justifiable to treat the two 
axles as a single axle. In fact, there is considerable field evidence of appreciable dynamic 
effects which can be attributed to the synchronization of the period of vibration of the bridge 
with the period between the successive passage of axle loads over a given point on the bridge. 
The effect of th is synchronization, which has caused concern among many engineers, cannot 
be investigated analytically with the single-axle load representation of the vehicle. However, 
it can be studied with the two-axle load model considered here. 
Among the major factors that may cause large dynamic effects in highway bridges 
are the waviness of the roadway and the possibi Iity that the bridge is already in a state of 
oscillation when the vehicle enters the span. Although the influence of these factors have 
*The effect of the front axle of the tractor-semi -trai ler is neglected in this discussion be-
cause of its relatively light weight, which is equal to about one fourth of that of either of 
the two rear axles. 
2 
been included in the differential equations developed in previous studies concerned with a 
single-axle load, no numerical results have been reported in the literature. As des.cribed 
later ~n this article, numerical results depicting the effects of these two factors have been 
obtained in this study, and are included in this report. 
The present investigation involves the following three phases of work: 
(1) the development of a mathematical model to represent the physical system, 
and the ana lysis of this model; 
(2) the development of a program for use on the ~LLlAC, the high speed digHal 
computer of the University of Illinois, so that numerical results can be obtained conveniently; 
(3) the study, based on numerical results obtained by use of the program, of the 
effects of certain factors that affect the dynamic behavior of simple span highway bridges. 
The mathematical model considered consists of a simply supported beam traversed 
by a number of two-axle loads with a constant velocity. A typical two-axle load is composed 
of a sprung mass supported on two springs in parallel, with each spring connected to an un-
sprung mass. 
The general approach used in analyzing the mathematical model is similar to that 
* 
used in previous investigations of the effects of a single-axle load as reported by Hillerborg (1), 
and Tung, Goodman, Chen, and Newmark (2). However, a modificatuon has been introduced 
in this investigation regarding the assumption of the shape of the beam during vibration. ~n 
the prevIous investigations cited above, the deflection configuration of the beam at any time 
was assumed to be proportiona I to the stati c deflection configuration due to the moving load 
only. ~n the present investigation, the dynamic deflection configuration is assumed to be pro-
portional to the static deflection configuration due to the combined effect of the weight of the 
*" Numbers in parentheses, .unless .otherwise identified, refer to items listed in the Bibliography. 
moving loads and the weight of the beam itself. This modification enables one to consider 
the free vibration of the beam in a more logi cal manner. 
3 
The I LLiAC program has been prepared for the case of a sing Ie two-axle load unit. 
It can handle various combinations of the parameters defining the system, such as the ratio of 
the spacing of the axles to the length of the beam, and the ratios of the mass of the different 
elements of the load unit to that of the beam. It is also capable of solving problems in-
volving surface waviness, initial oscillation of the beam, and initial vertical or angular 
motion of the sprung part of the load unit. ~n addition i by an appropriate choice of the 
parameters, the program can handle problems involving two single-axle loads. Answers given 
by the program include the deflection of the beam at mid-span, and amplification factors for 
bending moments at mid-span and at sections underneath the moving axles. The effects of 
damping have not been incorporated in the program, though they have been taken into ac-
count in the di fferential equations. 
The program has been used to study the dynamic response of several simple span 
highway bridges. The object of this phase of the investigation was to isolate the variables of 
the problem, and study the relative magnitudes and trends of their effects. The results are 
not intended to be conclusive but are essentially exploratory un nature. 
For the purpose of presentation, the problems considered herein are classified into 
the following three groups: The first group is concerned with the effects of axle spacing, 
speed of vehicle, and initial vibration of the bridge at the instant the vehicle enters the 
span. ~n considering these problems, the surface of the approach to the bridge and of the 
bddge deck is assumed to be perfectly level and smooth. 
The second group of problems is concerned with the effects of roadway unevenness. 
Thos group may be subdivided into: (a) problems dealing directly with the unevenness of the 
4 
bridge deck, and (b) problems concerned with the effects of the initial vibration of the vehicle 
as it enters the bridge. The latter sub-group dea Is i ndi recti y wi th the effect of the unevenness 
of the approaches. 
The third group of problems is concerned with the effects of the following variables: 
(a) the distribution of weight between the front and rear axles; (b) the polar moment of inertia 
of the sprung mass of the vehicle, and (c) the mass ratios and frequency ratios of the bridge-
vehicle system. 
A question that has been given much attention in this study is the effect of the 
synchronization of the period of vibration of the bridge wi th the period between the passing of 
the two axles of the vehicle over a given point on the bridge. It has been found that this 
synchronization does increase the dynami c response of the bridge. Numeri cal results on the 
effects of unevenness of the bridge deck indicate that the waviness of the deck does act as a 
forcing agent in the system. 
The bridges considered in this study are of the SA-2-53 type as specified by the 
Bureau of Pub Ii c Roads (3); these are I-beam bridges with steel girders and a concrete deck. 
With a few exceptions to be pointed out later, the vehicle loading considered corresponds to 
the two heavy rear axles of a tractor-semi-trai ler. 
Chapters II and III of this report are concerned with the development of the 
mathemati cal tool for the analysis of the problem, and the remaining three chapters deal with 
the study of the practical problem. 
In Chapter II is presented the derivation of the differential equations governing 
the behavior of a system composed of a beam and a number of two-axle load uni ts. I n Chap-
ter III are described the detai led mathematical analysis and the I LLiAC program for the special 
case of a single two-axle load unit. Chapter IV includes a detailed description of the type of 
5 
bridges and vehicles considered and of parameters involved. The results of the study are pre-
sented in Chapter V, wherein each of the factors entering into the problem is treated as though 
it could be isolated from the others. In Chapter VI, the results of this investigation are dis-
cussed in the light of the present state of knowledge and design practice. A numerical example 
illustrating the method of solution is presented in the Appendix. 
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3. Brief Review of Past Work. 
An appropriate review of past investigations that have significant bearing on the 
present problem should cover: (a) investigations on the problem of mechanics of moving loads 
over simple beams; (b) analytical and experimental investigations on the dynamic response of 
6 
railway bridges; and (c) analytical and experimental investigations on the dynamic behavior of 
highway bridges. In view of the fact that reviews of contributions pertaining to the first two 
groups can be found in (4), (5) and (6), they will not be given here. 
Systematic analytical studies, accompanied by experiments on models, with special 
reference to the dynami c response of highway bridges appear to begin at the University of Illinois 
in 1950. Findings of the Illinois research up to 1956 have been reported in six progress reports 
which include five theses (5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11). Also in 1955 a summary of the significant 
findings fro~ the Illinois research up to that time was reported by Tung, Goodman, Chen, and 
Newmark (2). A general theory of dynamic response of simple span bridges subiected to a 
single-axle load, together with typical numerical results based on the theory, was presented. 
The effect of the initial oscillation of the vehicle was first considered in this paper .. 
In the same year, Scheffey ( 12) reported an engineering study of the problem. 
The order of magnitude of the dynamic deflections from various sources was briefly considered. 
Elementary theories of probabi lity were applied to arrive at certain lIeffective dynamic in-
crements ll for several highway bridges of different span length. The dynamic increments were 
compared with the AASHO impact factors. A general procedure was outlined for dealing with 
dynamic stresses in highway bridge design. 
In 1957, Biggs, Suer and Louw (13) reported a stud y 0 f some of the parameters i n-
volved in the case of a single-axle load. A procedure of making provisions for dynamic stresses 
in the design of highway bridges was also described; the procedure was based on the theory that 
the initial osci lIation of the vehicle is the primary source of dynamic effects in highway bridges. 
The first large scale experimental investigation on the dynamic response of highway 
bridges in this country appears to be that reported by Fuller (14) in 1925. Because of the wide 
differences between the characteristics of the bridge-vehicle systems dealt with in that 
7 
investigation and those existing today, the data obtained appear to be only of historical 
interest. 
In 1944, Vandegrift (15) reported an eXjperimental study of the application of vi-
bration absorbers to damp vibrations of continuous bridges. Norman (16) reported in 1950 
dynamic tests on a two-span continuous I-beam bridge. It was found that an increase in vehicle 
speed generally increases the dynamic response of the bridge, and that the magnitude of this 
response is much more sensitive to a variation of vehicle speed for higher speeds than for lower 
speeds. 
~n 1952 Eenam (17) from his experiments on a simple pony truss, found the existence 
of certain critical vehicle speeds for which the dynamic stresses could be as high as 40 percent 
larger than the stati c stresses. In this study tte roll effect of the vehi c Ie was pointed out to be 
appreciable; roadway unevenness was not considered important. Based on experiments with a 
continuous I-beam bridgeJ Wise (18) reported in 1953 that the distribution, among the various 
i -beams, of the excess dynami c stresses (the difference between dynamic stress and stati c stress) 
is significantly more even than that of the corresponding static stresses. 
The following experimental studies were reported in 1955. As a result of experi-
menting with several simple span bridges, Biggs and Suer (19) concluded that the initial oscil-
lation of the vehicle before it enters the bridge is the maior source of dynamic deflections in 
highway bridges. Edgerton and Beecroft (20) reported the results of experiments on two bridges 
with identical superstructures but different conditions of the deck surface. h was found from 
these experiments that deck unevenness was the most significant factor influencing the dynamic 
response of the two bridges tested. Foster and Oeh ler (21) reported dynami c tests on ei ght 
simple span bridges. The effect of synchronization of the time interval between the successuve 
application of the axle loads with the period of the bridge was brought out in these tests. 
8 
Hayes and Sbarounis (22) suggested also from their experiments on a continuous bridge that this 
synchronization is the most significant factor influencing the dynamic response of highway 
bridges. 
An apparent variance can be noticed in the findengs of some of the above-mentioned 
experiments regarding the relative importance of the different factors that affect the dynamic 
response of highway bridges. ~t should be pointed out that these different experiments were 
conducted under different physical conditions, such as the type and condition of the bridge 
tested, and the type and speed of the vehicle employed in the tests. Nevertheless, despite the 
variance, they do serve to bring out the different maior factors that enter into the general 
problem of dynamic response of highway bridges. In fact, the planning of the present analytical 
study has been influenced substantially by some of the experiments mentioned Qbove. 
4. Notation. 
The symbols used in this report are explained 8n the text where they first appear. 
As a convenience to the reader, they are collected here in alphabetical order}' with Greek 
letters following English letters. 
A = a variable coefficient defftned in Eqs. (13-5); 
A. D.; A. M. = amplification factors for deflection and bending moment, 
respectively. (See also Eqs. (12-1) )i 
A •. = the jth axle of the ith load unit; IJ 
A. = Ao., for r = 1,' 
J IJ 
a .• = horizontal distance between Au and the centroid of Mo; IJ IJ I 
a o = a .• I for r = 1 ; 1 IJ 
B = a variable coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5) ; 
b = amplitude of sinusoidal profi Ie variation; 
b 
C 
= a dimensionless measure of IIb ll = bl 16~b ; 
= a variable coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
= viscous damping coefficient of the beam for vertical velocity; 
= viscous damping coefficient of the beam for rotary motion of 
the sections of the beam; 
c .. = viscous damping coefficient in the suspension of A .. i 
U ~ 
c. = c.. , fo r r = 1 ; 
J IJ 
o = energy dissipation function (used in Chapter II only); 
D = a variable coeffi cient defined in Eqs. (13-5) (used in Chapter III 
and the Appendix only); 
E = modulu's of elasticity of the beam; 
E = a variable coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
e ij = distance measured from All' the first axle of the first load unit, 
to A .• ; (see Fig. 1); 
IJ 
F = a variable coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
F.. = constant frictional force fin the suspension of A .. after motion 
IJ in the spri ng has started; IJ 
F.. = constant fri ctional force in the suspension of A .. before motion 
IJ in the spring has started; IJ 
f 
f 
s 
G 
G 
G 
g 
= a function of time .. defined by Eq. (7-1); 
L 4 16"bg 
= a constant = (-;-) EI 
= a variab Ie coeffi cient defined in Eqs. (13-5); (used in Chapter III 
and Appendix on Iy); 
= energy dissipated by constant frictional force in springs; used in 
Chapter II only); 
= a constant coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
= gravitational acceleration; 
9 
H = a constant coefficient defined. in Eqs. (13-5); 
H.. = a time-dependent force acting on the beam through A .. ; 
IJ IJ 
h 
J. 
I 
J 
K 
K 
H. = H .. I for r = 1; 
J IJ 
= 
= moment of inertia of the cross-section of the beam; 
= polar moment of inertia of M. about its centroidal axis; 
I 
J = J. I for r = 1; 
I 
2 2 
= the rotary inertia parameter = J/(4 2 M.a.); 
j=l J J 
= a parameter inEq. (7-3); 
= a constant coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
k.. = 
IJ 
the stiffness of the spring of A .. ; 
IJ 
k. = k .. , for r = 1; 
J IJ 
L = span length of beam; 
L = a constant coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
M = bending moment;(see also Eqs. (12-1) ); 
M. = sprung mass of the ith load unit; 
I 
M = M. I for r = 1; 
I 
M.. = the part of M. that is supported by A .. ; JJ I IJ 
M 
o 
m 
M. = M.. , for r = 1; 
J IJ 
2 
= L W.L/4; 
j=l J 
= number of hal f si ne waves a long the span of the beam; 
mb = mass of beam per unit length; 
10 
m. . = unsprung mass of A .. ; 
IJ IJ 
N 
n 
m. = m.. , for r = 1 i J IJ 
= IIcriti co III values of m defined by Eqs. (19-22) and (19-23) I 
respective IYi 
= a constant coeffi cient defined in Eqs 0 (13-5); 
= number of time increments corresponding to the time required 
for the load to cross the beam; 
p 00 = the instantaneous reaction between A .. and the beam; 
U U 
Po = p. 0 I for r = 1; 
J IJ 
2 
P. = p./ 2. W.; 
J J j=l J 
(P'> = contribution to Po due to profi Ie variation; 
J v J 
1 1 
p = profi Ie var}ation, the deviation of the surface of the approach and 
p 
Q 
Q 
Q 
R 
r 
s. 
I 
the beam from a straight line through the supports; (see; Fig. 3); 
Po 0 , P. = P, eva luated at x .• and x,
' 
respectively; 
IJ J U J 
= a dimensionless measure of p = p/(16.D.b); 
= shear; (seealsoEqs. (12-1); 
= a variable coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
= a constant coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
= quantities defined by Eqs. (19-9), (19-15) and(l9-13), 
respectively; 
= ratio of the total weight of the two-axle load to that of the bridge; 
= total number of two-axle load units; 
= distance between the two axles of the ith load unit; 
s = s. , for r = 1; 
I 
T = kinetic energy (used in·Chapter II only); 
T 
Tb 
TL 
T p 
T 
s 
t 
u. 
I 
u* 
o 
v 
y 
v 
W .• IJ 
= period of a single degree freedom system (used in Chapter III 
only); 
= natural period of vibration of the beam, (or the bridge); 
= natural period of vibration of the sprung load; 
= 2L/mv; 
= s/v; 
= time; 
= angular displacement of M. about its centroidal axis; 
(,see Fig. 3); I 
u = u. I for r = 1; 
I 
= amplitude of the initial angular oscillation of the sprung part 
of the vehicle; 
= potential energy (used in Chapter II only); 
v 
= a variable coefficient defined in Eqs. (13-5); 
= velocity of the moving load(s); 
= weight of A .. i 
U 
W. = W.. T fo r r = 1; 
J IJ 
W = profile of travel; (see Fig. 3); 
w .• , w. = IIW" evaluated at x •• and x. I respectively; 
IJ J IJ J 
x = horizontal distance measured from the left support of the beam; 
x .• = distance measured from the left support to A •. ; 
U ~ 
x. = x .. T for r: = 1; 
J IJ 
Y = deflection of beam; (see Fig. 3); 
y •• , y. = lIyll evaluated at x .• and x. , respectively; 
IJ J IJ J 
y* = amplitude of the initial oscillation of the bridge; 
o 
12 
z. = vertical displacement of M. ; (see Fig. ,3); 
I I 
z* 
o 
z = z., for r = 1; 
I 
= amplitude of the initial vertical vibration.' of the sprung part 
of the vehicle; 
(z ) .. = initial static compression in the spring of A .. ; 
IJ S IJ 
a 
~b = phase ang Ie of the initio I osci Ilation:; of the bridge; 
~v, ~p = phase angles of the initial vertical and pitching oscillations 
of the sprung part of the vehicle, respectively; 
(6. 
r. 
J 
YJ 
Ab 
). 
V I 
= 
= 
= 
mj/mb L ; 
2 
wb/2g ; 
stati c deflection of the centroid of the sprung mass of the 
ith load unit; 
~ = (.6. ). , for r = 1; 
V VI 
D.t = increment of time; 
D.T = 'If V b til ; 
D,x = length of intervals at which the val ue of random profi Ie 
variation is defined; 
6~ = 'If .6 x/L ; .6 ~ = D.. x/2L; 
f> •• = a symbol defined after Eq. (8-4); IJ 
~ .. = a symbol defined after Eq. (9-11); 
IJ 
E •• = 1, if o < x .• < L 
IJ 
= Or otherwise'J ; 
E • = E. • , for r = 1; 
J IJ 
13 
14 
t;; = z/ Ab i 
~* = dimensionless form .of z* = z~/ A bi 0 0 
1/11 = functions defi ned by Eq .(~-7) i 
1n = function defined byEq. (7-3); 
Q = (s/Ab) u i 
Q* = dimensionless form of u* = (s/~b) u* 
0 0 0 
~-
= 11' x/L; 
"" 
..., 
~ = x/2L ; t = 1I'X./Li 
J J 
~. = x./2L; 
J J 
\ = 11' s/L; 
2 
G. - (j/~b) i J 
T = 11' vt/L; 
* 
<f> - di mensionless form of y* = y* / ~ 
o - 0 0 b 
Y = a function defined by Eq. (7-1) ; 
i'.o. = :fr evaluated at x .. ; -;?J' =~';: ; for r = 1; IJ IJ· ':.! 
t b , tk = functions defined by Eqs. (12-15) and (12-14), respectively; 
"b = the fundamental circular frequency of the beam; 
CAl •• = J k .. /M .. ; IJ IJ IJ 
~. = w •• , for r = 1 0 
J IJ 
, 
CAl , CAl 
V P 
= the natural circular frequencies of the sprung part of the vehicle 
for vertical and pitching oscillations, respectively. 
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II. DERIVATION OF GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this chapter is presented the derivation of the di fferential equations that govern 
the motion of a system consisting of a simply supported beam and a number of two-axle load 
units moving across the beam. In this derivation, and in the detailed analysis of the simplified 
case presented in the next chapter, the prob lem is treated forma Ily as one of mechan i cs. The 
relationship between this problem of mechanics and the practical problem at hand -- the 
dynamic behavior of highway bridges -- wi II be discussed in Chapter IV. 
5. PI hysi ca I System Considered. 
The system considered is shown in Fig. 1. -It consists of a si mply supported beam 
spanned between two rigid approaches, and a number of two-axle load units moving across the, 
beam at a constant speed. 
The profi Ie of the surface of the approaches and the beam is referred to as the 
"profile of travel II • The initial configuration of this profile of travel may be arbitrarily pre-
scribed . 
A typical load unit is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a sprung mass connected to 
two unsprung mo~ses through two springs. With each spring is associated a viscous frictional 
force and a constant frictional force. The constant ftilctional force may assume different 
values depending on whether motion in the spring has been or has not been initiated. Acting 
between each unsprung mass and the surface of travel there may be another time-dependent 
force designated as H(t). A counterpart of such a force in actual conditions of highway bridges 
is the periodic force which could be caused by "flat Spots" in vehicle tires; in the case of 
railway bridges, H(t) may be regarded as representing the well-known "hammer blows". 
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6. Assumptions and Method. 
The following assumptions are made in the derivation of the differential equations 
governi n9 the motion of the system described above. 
(1) The usual beam theory is applicable for this problem. 
(2) The flexural rigidity and mass distribution of the beam are constant along 
the span. 
(3) The spri ngs of the load un its are Ii nearly elastj c. 
(4) The loads are in contact with the profi Ie of travel at all times. 
-(5) The deflection configuration of the beam at any time is proportional to the 
stati c deflection shape of the beam under its own weight p Ius the wei ght 
of the moving loads. 
(6) For several rapidly converging series only the first term of each series needs 
to be considered. This simplification is indicated in Eq.(9-7). 
The general procedure of deriving the differential equations consists of first writing 
out the energy expressions of the system and then substi tuting them into Lagrange's equations. 
Since the position of the moving loads is fixed at any given time, the static deflection shape 
of the beam is therefore a known function of time. By virtue of Assumption (5), the number 
of degrees of freedom of the b~am is reduced to one. In other words, the only variable in the 
expression for the instantaneous dynamic deflection of the beam is a coefficient of proportion-
ality, which when multiplied by the static deflection of the beam will yield the corresponding 
dynamic deflection. This variable represents one of the generalized coordinates for the 
system. 
In order to specify the configuration of the sprung mass of each load unit, two 
generalized coordinates are used: one for the vertical displacement and one for the rotation 
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of the mass in the two-dimensional space considered. By virtue of Assumption (4), the vertical 
positions of the unsprung masses are determined by the configuration of the beam. 
The tota I number of genera I i zed coordi nates or degrees of freedom for the system 
is thus 2r + 1, where r is the number of two-axle load units. The energy expressions can be 
written in terms of these 2r + 1 generalized coordinates. Substitution of the energy expressions 
into Lagrange's equation of motion Yields as many differential equations as there are generalized 
coordinates for the entire system. The detai Is of the derivation are presented in the following. 
7. Expression of Beam Deflection. 
As stated in the preceding article, it is assumed that the dynamic deflection of the 
beam at any time is proportional to the corresponding static deflection. Symbolically, this can 
be represented by the expression: 
in which 
:r (x, t) 
(7-1 ) 
y = the deflection of any point on the neutral axis of the beam at 
any ti me, measured from its unstress~d position, 
= a function proportional to the static deflection of the beam due to 
its own weight and the weight of the loads. Note that this function 
depends on "t" because the positionso.fthe loads on the beam are 
functions of ti me. 
f(t) = a function of time, referred to previously as the coefficient of 
proport i ona I i ty . 
The function t can be expressed as a polynominal, or as a series. The latter form is shown 
in the following. 
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ca 
'f'" (x) r) = ~ € 1" (t) sir; nzx (7-2) 
n::./ 
in which if o(x<L .Y E = 0 I otherwise T and 
(7-3) 
The first term in the braces of the right-hand side of the above expression represents the effect 
of the loads; the second term represents the effect of the weight of the beam itself. The 
meaning of the symbols in this expression is as follows: 
w .. 
IJ 
A .• = IJ 
x •• = IJ 
L = 
E •• = 
Ij 
= 
"b = 
9 = 
K = 
8. Expressions of Energy. 
the weight of A .. , where 
IJ 
the jth axle of the ith load unit. 
the distance from the left support of the beam to A .. , as IJ 
shown in Fig. 1. 
length of beam. 
1, if 0 < x .. < L !J 
0, otherwise. 
mass of beam per unit length. 
the gravitational acceleration. 
LEi 1r 4 . 
a parameter. ! f K is chosen to be 2 (T) , EI bel ng the 
flexural rigidity of the beam, then ~ is equal to the static 
deflection of the beam. 
(a) Potential Energy, V. The initial energy level of this system is defined by the 
conditions that the beam is in an unstressed horizontal position and· that the springs of the load 
units are undeformed. The maior displacements in the system, and the symbols used to designate 
them are shown in Fig. 3. 
1 
I . 
The expression for the strain energy of the beam is 
£11L Z T 0 (Yxx ) dx . 
The expression for the strain energy of the springs is 
in which the symbols u. and z. are as defined in Fig. 3, and, 
I I 
k .• 
IJ 
(z ) .. S IJ 
w •• 
IJ 
= 
= 
= 
the spring constant of the spring in A .• , 
IJ 
the initial static compression in the spring of A .. , 
IJ 
W (x, t) eva luated at x = x .• , as shown in Fig. 3, 
IJ 
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(a) 
(b) 
the horizontal distance from the centroid of the ith sprung mass to A ... 
IJ 
a .. 
Ij 
= 
It may be seen that the bracketed quantity in (b) represents the total compression in the spring 
of A •. 
IJ 
in which 
The change of the potential energy of the beam is given by the expression 
L 
-1 (rrJb'J)!:J dx . 
The change of the potential energy of the loads is given by the expression 
M~ 
I 
m •• IJ 
= 
= 
the total sprung mass of the ith load unit, 
the unsprung mass 0 f A .• I 
IJ 
(~ ). 
VI 
= the initial static deflection of the centroid of the sprung mass M. 
I 
The first two terms inside the braces in (d) represent the change of potentia I energy of 
(c) 
(d) 
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the sprung mass d.ue to the initial static deflection (6 ). and the subsequent dynamic deflection 
v I 
z. . The third term represents the change of potential energy of the unsprung mass. 
I 
The change of potential energy of the forces H(t) is given by the expression 
_f- -f H.ow .. ~ ~ IJ V {=/ J=I 
in which H •• represents a time-dependent force acting on the beam through m ... IJ IJ 
Adding expressions (a) to (e), and noting the following identities: 
~i ! =i 
i=J )=1 
r L Nt' 9 (~V)i 
/::::/ 
one obtains the following expression for the total potential energy of the system: 
Z JL 
-Woo] +mooglNoO+H"'AIO'}- mgudx 
IJ IJ IJ I) Y v IJ b :J 
o 
I 
.J 
(e) 
(f) 
(8-1 ) 
r 
In this expression the symbols 2:. and Lo stand for 2..1 
2 
and L, 
j=l 
, respectively. This 
i j i=l 
notation wi II be used hereafter. 
_ (b) Kinetic Energy, T. The kinetic energy of the system is given by the ex-
pression 
T = ~II r d/dx + r.~ M/z;J/ -r LiJ; (U;J/ 
o : i 
(8-2) 
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The first term on the right-hand side of this equation represents the kineti c energy of the beam; 
the second and third terms represent the kinetic energy of the sprung masses due to vertical and 
angular motion, respectively; and the fourth term represents the kinetic energy of the unsprung 
masses. 
(c) Energy Dissipation Function, D. The energy dissipation function of the system 
is given by the expression 
D ~ tCblL Y/dx + l c£l>YxXJldX 
+ i ~ ~ c .. [z. -r(-/)J~., u. - W J1Z ~ .. ~ IJ r IJ I tj' t 
1 J 
(8-3) 
in which 
Cb = viscous damping coefficient of beam for the vertical velocity of 
the beam, 
cb = viscous damping coeffi cient of beam for the rotary motion of the 
sections of the beam, 
c.. = viscous damping coeffi cient in the suspension of A .. 
Y U 
(d) Energy Dissipated by-Constant Frictional Forces in Springs, G. The energy 
dissipated by the constant frictional forces in the springs is equal to the work done by these 
forces. Therefore, 
(8-4) 
in which 
F.. = constant frictional force in the suspension of A .• after motion in the 
~ y 
spring has been started, 
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, S .. 
IJ = 
:0
11 
} according as [z. - w •• + (-1 ~a .. u. ] I IJ IJ I t = 
= 
The quantity S .. merely specifies the direction of the frictional force. 
IJ 
9. Derivation of Differential Equations. 
(a) Lagrange's Equations. The Lagrangian form of the equation of motion is shown 
in the following: 
(9-1) 
The symbols T, V, D, and G represent the quantities presented in the preceding article, and 
q represents the nth general ized coordinate, where n ranges from 1 to 2r + 1. The dif-
n 
ferentia I equations that govern the motion of the system are obtained by substituting Eqs. (8-1) 
through (8-4) into Lagrange's equation for each of the generalized coordinates of the system. 
This is done in the following. 
(b) Differential Equation Corresponding to Generalized Coordinate q = f. 
n 
In this case the first two terms of Eq. (9-1) are given by the expressions 
+ ~ ~ (w')tt oW':JJt m" -t- ~ '> m·· w" t..£.. '0 w'J',t L. L u ~f 'J L G IJ 'JJ ot "':::>f 
i J ~t i J °t 
and 
(a) 
Noting that 
in which 
d. a Wij.) t 
dt "Of 
t 
= :t. t IJ ) 
v = '.I:' eva I uated at x = x.. , 
.:. ij. IJ 
p.. = p evaluated at x = x .• , 
y ~ 
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(b) 
(c) 
and noting further that the first term of expression (b) cancels the first term of expression (a), 
and that the second term of (b) cancels the fourth term of (a) ,one obtains the following by 
combining expressions (a) and (b). 
Making use of the following identities: 
j L ~ 5/n n[x 5t'n m!.x dx == { 
o 0 
JL Z L "; C "'f' ax = Z L fin o n 
if 
m =n 
m:l'n 
(d) 
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one obtains from (d) the following expression for the sum of the first two terms in Eq. (9-1). 
(9-2) 
In order to obtain the expression for the third term in Eq. (9-1) the fo lIowing 
three relationships are noted: 
(e) 
L L gfllJx: dx ~Jo 2 Yxx;F (ff)xx dx 
L 
::12f"fxx ·f"xx dx = f L (t) 4 Ln4r;n2 
o n 
(f) 
(g) 
From these, one obtains 
-k"[l,+(-I,j/l .. U· -w"]c~f,,) +(m··g + H'J,·)t" "1 IJ I J VlIJ I IJ IJ IJ IJ J (9-3) 
Finally, the last two terms in Eq. (9-1) are 
I [ IT)4- L ~, 4- 2 - rr 4- L ~. 4 ( ) 
+C b ft(L 2Ln 1n +f(r)"ZLn 1n1nt 
n n 
(9-4) 
(9-5) 
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Substituting .Eqs. (9-2) through (9-5) back into Eq. (9-0 one obtains 
+(-/) b .. u' - V\I,oJ7 + m .. ,'J + HI') + Cb L f ~ n 2 -+- C/:l Lrr"> (, (' t J IJ I 'J IJ ~ 'J -;::;- t LOIn -z Linin, 
G n n 
c£ L (Tr .4 - ~ 4- 2 C J L i -rr)4 ';" 4- ~ ~ f { [ 
+----z- r) tt 4rn 1n ++IT f 4Jn 1n'ln,t - 4-7-' ij Cu Zi 
+(-I)J~U Uj - wuJt] + 2. Z hi] FiJ'tij = 0 
.. 1 J 
(9-6) 
n'lt' x •• 
In accordance with Eq. (7-2), one may substitute the series LE .. n sin IJ 
r) Ij (n L 
for the quantity~ .. in Eq. (9-6). This series and those series involving n in Eq. (9-6) con-
-U ·fn . 
verge rapidly. In arriving at the differential equation corresponding to q = f, only the first 
n 
term of ,each of these series is considered, i. e., 
for n =F / } (9-7) 
Hence, Eq. (9-6) takes the following form: 
, ; ') 
-tk·[z. +(-I)Ja" u' - '01 .. ]- e,i j [z. T(-I).Ja .· u' - w .. ] J' = 0 IJ 1 IJ 1 '.J "4 I I J' I) t (9-8) 
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(c) Differential Equations Corresponding to Generalized Coordinates q = z. 
n . I 
and q == u.. For the case q = Z. I the five terms in Lagrange's equations are: 
n I n I 
aT = 0 -a~ 
1 
d V - 2-( -L,,·· rZ + ( I).i· 1 2 a- - 2. "'JL' - a··w, -w'j z; j. I I) I 'J ,I 
I 
v 
a 0 = L"'" c .. [z. -r (-lY~" u· - w"J1 () Z i.J T . '.J I 'J I './ t J 
J 
aG =-~~ .. S. 
(7 Zi ~ I) 'J 
J 
The differential equation for q = z. is thus 
n I 
t./}· z· tt -t ~ f k·· [z. +-(-pja" /): - W .. ""1, + c, .. r z· -t- (-/ \.:~ .. LA' - Wu"] I 1 ) ~ L 'J ' /!J" fJ... 'J L 1 / 'J I t 
.) 
- ~ .. C" .. I = 0 IJ j II ( . 
... ...J 
The corresponding five terms for q = u. are 
n I 
and the di fferential equation is 
J U· -l- ~ {(-J)J~ .. k·· rZ +-I-I)j/l·· U· - w .. ] - ~ .. (-U' J~ .. F, .. ( ,At f IJ 'J ~ i \. CAIJ I IJ IJ IJ IJ 
+ (-I) b .. C·· [Z. + (-I) J/J .. U· - V\I"J 1) = 0 1J IJ I . vr'J! IJ t 
(h) 
(i) 
(k) 
(I) 
(9-9) 
(m) 
(n) 
(0) 
(p) 
(q) 
(9-10) 
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In.Eqs. (9-9) and.(9-10), "i" ranges from 1 to r, r being the number of load units. 
Hence, Eqs. (9-8), (9-9),. and (9-10) represent a system of 2r + 1 simultaneous linear differ-
ential equations wi th variable coeffi dents. These equations apply on the condition that the 
initial frictional resistance to relative motion in each suspension has been overcome. If this 
condition is not satisfied for some particular axle, then the spring in that axle behaves as a 
rigid link, and accordingly the number of degrees of freedom of the system is decreased. The 
in·fluence of initial frictional resistance can be taken into account by requiring that the 
following additional equation be satisfied for each axle: 
In thi s equati on 
{ 
< c,. _/~ 
> t=.. liJ 
(9-11 ) 
where F.. represents the constant frictional force in the spring of A .• before motion is initiated. 
~ ~ 
The right-hand side of the preceding inequality is the absolute value of the reaction between 
the sprung mass M. and the spring in A.. . 
I IJ 
III. . DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM SUBJECTED 
TO A SINGLE TWO-AXLE LOAD 
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In the preceding chapter the governing differential equations have been derived 
for the general case of multiple units of two-axle loads traversing across a simply supported 
beam. This chapter is concerned with the detailed mathematical analysis of a simplified case 
of a single two-axle load unit. In what follows the simplified system is defined first.. The 
governing differential equations for this system are obtained directly from those derived in the 
preceding chapter.. After the various expressions for bending moments, deflections/ and ampli-
fication factors are derived in their dimensional form, they are then converted into dimension-
less form. Some basic features concerning the method of solution are discussed next.. Finally, 
a description is presented of the program developed for the solution of numerical problems on 
the ILLlAC .. 
1 O. System Cons i dered .. 
Wi th the excepti ons listed be low, the system considered in this chapter is the same 
as that depi cted in Art. 1. The exceptions are as follows: 
(l) the number of load units is taken as unity; 
(2) all damping coefficients and frictional forces in the system are taken as 
zero Ii. e., cb = cb I = cj = Fj = Fj = 0; 
(3) the force H. (for definition see Art .. 5) is taken equal to zero; and 
J 
(4) the approaches to the beam are considered to be smooth, j .. e .. I 
p(x} = 0 for x < 0 and x ) L .. 
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11 . Governing.D.ifferential Equations. 
The differentinl equations. governing. the motion of the system are obtained directly 
from Eqs. (9-8), (9-9), and (9-10), and are as follows: 
mb ~ 'I ftt -r'0, L1t fr -r[ mb ~ t]tt -r E I([/} fJ J f -mb q ;'L 
.,. L 6j sin 71"{1 {rnJ V\'l,t( q] -iV6" g -t [z + (-0 ~/r w.;]} = 0 
J 
(11-1) 
Mz + ') ko[z +(-/1hou -WoJl = 0 tt~:; /:.1 'j ( 11-2) 
J 
01-3) 
In these equations, the symbol Wo represents the profile of travel evaluated at the 
J 
point x.. As indicated in Fig. 3, w. is given by the equation: 
~ J 
WJ = ~o + FJo :: f iJ + FJ 
The second derivative of w. with respect to time is 
J 
Wj ;it == ftt ~ + 2 ft iJA T f 'fj Itt -t PjJtt 
(11-4) 
01-5) 
As previously noted, the function p which represents the profile variation of the beam can be 
arbitrari Iy prescribed. In here, two types of profi Ie variation wi II be considered: a sinusoidal 
variation, and a random variation. 
(a) · Sinusoidal Profile Variation. In this case, p(x} is given by the equation: 
(11-6) 
in· which 
b = the ampl itude of profi Ie variation, and 
m = the number of half sin.e waves along the span of the beam. 
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For the point X. , one obtains 
J 
b . m7TX; PJ = 51n L J (11-7) 
and 
~'Itt ( 11-8) 
(b) Random Profile Variation. In this case, p(x) is defined by specifying its 
value for a discrete number of points equally spaced along the x-axis. The second derivative 
of p. is obtained approximately by the method of finite difference, and is shown as follows: 
J 
( 11-9) 
in which 6. x represents the interval at which the value of p{x) is specified. 
12. Bending Nbment, Deflections, and Amplification Factors. 
The following method of notation is adopted for the various expressions of response: 
y = deflection 
Q = shear 
M = bending moment 
A. D. = amp Ii fi cation factor for deflection 
A. M. = amplification factor for moment 
subscript liS" = "static". If the function it qualifies refers to a particular 
section of the beam, then it designates IImaximum static IJ. 
subscript d = "dynamic II 
subscript x = location of section under: consideration 
superscript A. = ndue to jth axlell 
J 
(12-1 ) 
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superscript A = "due to both axles" J superscr i pt B = lid ue to mass of beam II • 
A 
For example, the symbol (M
s
)L/2 represents the maximum static bending moment at mid-span 
due to both axles. 
(a) Maximum Static Bending Moments. The expressions for the maximum static 
moment at mid-span are: 
vv:- C 
- J v 
2. 
L ( ::: >-) 
v - 2 
1 
J 
( 12-2) 
The expressions for the maximum static moment at sections under the axles are: 
I 
/ 5 .( --==.:..) \ - 2. I 
J 
(12-3) 
In Eqs. (12-2) and (12-3), W. represents the weight of the heavier axle. 
J 
For a given system, the absolute maximum static moment, designated by "(M ) b II 
S a s. 
is the larger of the values given by Eqs. (12-2) and (12-3). 
(b) Dynami c Bending Moments. The dynamic bending moments are found by 
treating the instantaneous reactions between the axle loads and the beam, and the inertia forces 
of the beam as statically applied forces. 
Let the instantaneous reaction between the jth axle and the beam be referred to 
as 'IIthe jth dynamic 'axle load", and let it be denoted by the symbol lIP. II. The jth dynamic axle 
J 
load differs from the jth static axle load by the quantity: 
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The first term of this expression represents the dynamic effect of the unsprung. moss, m.. The 
. J 
second term represents the dynamic force in the spring of the jth axle. Hence the jth dynamic 
axle load is given by the expression: 
(12-4) 
The dynamic bending moment due to thejth axle at section x is then given by the equations: 
. A' P (M) J = E· _J (L - X·)X lJ C/ X J L 'j 
qnd the dynamic bending moment due to both axles is 
A A· (Md)x = L (/v(d)xJ 
j 
J ( 12-5) 
( 12-6) 
The dynamic shear at any point x due to the inertia forces of the beam is given by 
the expression: 
(12-7) 
The first integral in this equation represents the react-ion at the left support, and the second 
integral represents the total load to the left of point x. It has been noted previously that 
f "'> n . n1l' x d h .. h·" "d I S· h· • y = L '/ sin -L an. t e series In t IS expression converges rapi y". Ince t e Inertia 
n n 
forces do not constitute the primary part of the loading when the total maximum dynamic 
bending moment is considered, it is reasonab Ie to use only the first term of the series expansion. 
Hence, y ~ f 1 sin~x, and Eq. (12-7) may be written as: 
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(12-8) 
The bending moment due to the inertia forces of the beam is then given by the equation: 
( 12-9) 
The total dynamic bending moment at x is the sum of Eqs. (12-6) and (12-9), i.e., 
(12-10) 
(c) Deflections. As stated previously the function "'¥ in the equation y = f1' is 
proportional to the static deflection configuration of the beam due to its own weight and the 
weight of the axles. Hence, one may express y by the equation: 
(12-11) 
in which tb is the contribution of the weight of the beam, and \. is the contribution of the 
weight of the kth axle load. 
The stati c deflection configuration of the beam at any ti me, (y ), is the sum of the 
s 
B A deflection due -to the weight of the beam, (y ) , and that due to the axle loads){y) , i. e., 
s s 
It follows from the definition of'.¥ that 
'f" = 1 (u ) fs :15 
and that 
where f is a constant. 
s 
(12-12) 
(12-13) 
(12-14) 
( 12-15) 
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The dynamic deflection due to the axle loads is defined to be the difference be-
tween the total dynamic deflection and the static deflection due to the weight of the beam, 
i . e. , 
(d) Amplification Factors. An amplification factor is defined to be the ratio of 
a certain dynamic response to some appropriately chosen static response. The amplification 
factor for bending moment at mid-span is defined to be the ratio of dynamic bending moment 
at mid-span to the corresponding maximum static bending moment due to the axle loads, i.e., 
(12-17) 
The amplification factor for bending moment under the ith axle is defined to be the 
ratio of the dynamic bending moment at x. to the absolute maximum static bending moment due 
J 
to the axle loads, i. e. , 
(A.Mo~ = 
( Md)x.;° 
( M5 )a:50 (12-18) 
The amplification factor for deflection at mid-span is defined to be the ratio of 
the dynamic deflection at mid-span to the corresponding maximum static deflection due to the 
axle loads, i. e., 
(12-19) 
13. Reduction of Equations to Dimension less Form. 
In order to facilitate numerical computations and to have the results in a form 
that is convenient to interpret, it is desirable to convert the governing differential equations 
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and the various expressions derived in the previous articles into dimensionless form. 
The conversion generally involves two steps: 
(1) dividing the original equation or expression by some "convenient quantityll 
having the same dimension as the original one; and 
(2) rewriting the resulting equation or expression obtained in step (1) in terms 
of certain IIdimensionless parameter or variable". 
In this article the "convenient quantity II for each equation or expression referred 
to in step ( 1) is explained. The intermediate steps in step (2) are lengthy but simple in 
principle; hence, they are not presented. Only final results are given which may be verified 
by direct substitution. 
(a) Governing Differential Equations. To obtain the governing differential 
equations in dimensionless form, one divides Eqs. (11-1) and (11-2) by the quantity "~gLII, 
II 2 vTb 2 ~ 211 
and Eq. (11-3) by the quantity ~ (T) L M.a. . Let the following notation be 
S j J J 
introduced: 
. Y' == TfXj 
) ~j L 
vJ2. ~ =~Z 29 
z e ==swb u 29 
(13-1) 
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j 
Then the governing differential equations may be written in the following dimensionless form. 
where 
A = / + 0 L'0iJ sin ~j Ej 
J 
B = 22 ~ E· fi u' 51n ~ . 0( L. J J J J 
J 
(r- =..£ ~ c· (-J)Ja-: r: G 5in ~J' 
'-- o<Z ~ J j r;-t-r; 
J 
D = J z [; -t ~ EJ (1] 1" fj ) j In ~ J ] 
J 
E = 0 L Ej 'fj sin ~j (':lj.,; - ~r; 'fJ) 
J 
F = ;z + frz [L Cj OJ fj-\Yj 5;n~jJ 
J 
- Y: .,Tr ±!l£ y'\T/ -'-) J'l'}'G '7z + J rj,-r;(;'7 
V = (~'L L Cj 5in ~j 32 [ OJ fj 0: + (~ )2YJ 6 2 p.] (for 
, I J J 
J 
random profi Ie variation) 
sinusoidal profi Ie variation} 
( 13-2) 
( 13-3) 
( 13-4) 
l 
I 
( 13-5) 
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It may be noted that in this transformation of the differential equations into dimensionless form, 
there is in general an one-to-one relationship between the original dimensional terms and the 
final dimensionless terms. However, this does not apply to those terms involving the variable 
f and its derivatives in Eq. (11-1). In this case, all terms involving f, f, and f should be 
t tt 
treated as one term and then transformed by use of the following relationships: 
l ( 13-6) 
I 
J 
(b) Bending Moments. The expressions of bending moments presented in the pre-
ceding article are converted into dimensionless form by dividing each of them by the quantity: 
The dimensionless expressions for the maximum static moment at mid-span are: 
1 
r 
( 13-7) 
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( -)A = YJ +G' fv1s % R J 
The corresponding expressions for the maxi mum stati c moment at sections under the axles are: 
( p ~ ~ ) } ( 13-8) 
In these equations (y. + rJ must be equal to or greater than (y + r ). For a given system, 
JJ J J 
the dimensionless form of the absolute maximum static moment, denoted by the symbol 
II(M) 'I 
S abs.' T is the larger of the values given by Eqs. (13-7) and (13-8). 
-
The dimensionless form of the jth dynamic axle load l designated by the symbol P., J 
is obtained by divid'ing the corresponding dimensional axle load by the total weight of both 
axles, i. e. T 
( 13-9) 
For problems involving profile variation, in order to obtain P. I the quantity (PJ ,defined 
~ J v 
in the following, must be added to the right-hand side of Eq. (13-9): 
for random variation, 
(13-10) 
for sinusoida I variation l 
- [n 2~'1 (R) = -32 CT:_J -emcX) _J o. 
J v J R R .J I-J (13-11) 
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The dimensionless expressions for the dynamic bending moment due to the jth axle 
load are: 
(13-12) 
- AJ -.1 --(Md)r. = Cj 16 Fj (z - ~) ~j } ) 
~= l 211' in which x 2L . The dimensionless expression for the dynamic bending moment 
due to both axle loads is: 
(13-13) 
The dimensionless form of the bending moment due to the inertia forces of the beam 
is given by the equation: 
(13-14) 
Finally, the dimensionless expression for the total dynamic bending moment is: 
(13-15) 
(c) Deflections. The dimensionless expressions for deflections ar~ obtained by 
1m gL 11 
dividing the deflection equations presented previously by the quantity 4;" which repre-
sents the mid-span stati c deflection of the beam on the assumption that the weight of the beam 
is concentrated at mi d-span. 
The dimensionless expression for the static deflection due to the axle loads is: 
(13-16) 
The corresponding expression for the dynami c deflection at mid-span due to the axle loads 
is: 
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( 13-17) 
(d) Amplification Factors. It is obvious that the amplification factors determined 
on the basis of the di mension less expressions for moment or deflection are the same as those 
obtained from the corresponding dimensional quantities. 
14. l' - functions, '7 - functions, and Their Derivatives. 
Eqs. ( 12-14) and (12-15) may be regarded as the definitions of the functions tk 
and tjrb. If the static deflection due to the weight of the beam is expressed as a polynominal, 
II 16mbg L 4 II 
and fs is taken equal to the quantity EI (-;- ) ,one obtains the following. 
B ~ == (Ys) = E I (.IL)4-E mb 9 X(L 3 L Z 3))7 
b fs IGmb 9 L 24E1 -2 X +X j 
lT4--[1 -2 -3] =-~--~-t-~ 24 B . 
Eva luated at the section under the jth axle, the va lue of trb is given by the equation: 
lT4- - [I -2 - 3 J (tb~· == 24 ~j B - ~j -t- ~j 
Differentiating Eq. ( 14-2) with respect to T, one obtains the equations: 
The expressions of tk and its derivatives are obtained in a simi lar manner. 
Letting 
( .14-1) 
( 14-2) 
(14-3) 
( 14-4) 
(14-5) 
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one obtains the identity: 
( 14-6) 
By differentiating Eq. (14-6), one obtains the equations: 
( 14-7) 
(14-8) 
Eq. (14-6) holds true only when ~j ~ ~ k . For the case in which ~ j / ~ k I 
the symbols ~ j and ~ k should be interchanged. It may be noted that Eqs. (14-7) and (14-8) 
are symmetri cal in ~ k and ; j . 
The function 't evaluated at ~. is given by the expression: 
J 
whence its derivatives are: 
('fj)r = ('J!b)J, 1: i" L Ek CikJj, r 
k 
Cij )"Cr = C+'b)j, T"[; + L ek (~)j ,"[1;' 
k 
( 14-9) 
(14-10) 
(14-1]) 
The Tf -function is given by Eq. (9-7). In order to be consistent with the previous 
~ 1 
choice of the value of f, the,parameter "KII in that equation should be set equal to --s 8m
b
gL . 
Hence, one has 
The first and second derivatives of r; with respect to T are given by the equations: 
n ~ ~ ~ (y. +r;)C05~. 
Ir u ~ J J J (14-13) 
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( 14-14) 
15. Method of Solution. 
In order to compute the response of the beam, one must first integrate the govern-
ing differential equations. In fact, once these equations have been integrated, or the values 
of the dependent variables and their derivatives determined, the computation of the response 
of the beam becomes a matter of simple arithmetic. 
In this work, the governing differential equations have been solved numerically 
using the ~-method of integration (23), with ~ = 1/6. An outline of this method is included 
in the Appendix. In the application of this procedure, the choice of the increment of the 
independent variable is important. Hence, it is discussed briefly in the following section. 
(a) Choice of Time Increment in Numerical Integration. In general the smaller 
the ti me increment the more accurate will be the answer, but meanwhile the greater will be 
the amount of computational work involved. The choice of the increment is then largely a 
matter of one's judgment guided by .his notion of the accuracy desired, and the significance 
of the time saved for the solution of the problem at hand. However, in any event, the time 
increment shou Id be sma II enough so that both criteria of stabi Iity and convergence are satis-
fied. According to N. M. Newmark, for the procedure corresponding to ~ = 1/6, a t~me 
interval satisfying the convergence criterion will automatically meet the stability requirement. 
As given in Ref. (23), the limiting time increment for ~ = 1/6 is 
.6 t == O. 3 B 9 T 
where At is the time increment, and T is the natural period of the structure. If the time re-
quired for the load to cross the beam is divided into n equal increments, then one has 
and 
L 
v 
n== L 
v (0389T) 
2L I) 
=vT(ZtD.389. 
Letting T = T
b
, the period of the beam, one obtains n =. 1 . 
0.7780 
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The smallest value of a considered in this report is about 0.035 which requires a 
minimum value of n equal to approximately 37. For the range of parameters considered in 
th is report, the natura I periods of the axle loads are in general larger than the period of the 
beam. This consideration would mean an even smaller minimum IIn". 
h has been found that the use of n = 100 gives satisfactory results in the sense that 
it yields sufficiently accurate results with enough speed. This may be seen from the following 
list of values of the maximum response of a typical system. These values represent four different 
answers to the same problem; the only source of the difference lies in the choice of the value 
of n. 
Number of Increments (n) Maxi mum Response 
200 1.142094 
100 1. 142181 
75 1.142249 
50 1 ~202377 
It is also obvious from the above list that the benefit obtained from an increase of the number 
of increments IIlevels off" rapidly with increasing values of n. 
(b) Initial Conditions for Beam. If the beam is at rest when the moving load enters 
onto the span, the initial conditions for the beam are given by the expressions: 
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2 (CP )/nitio! = "IT ( dcfJ) ==0 d -c initr'::l/ (15-1 ) 
If the beam is initially vibrating, the foregoing expressions should be modified to include the 
influence of the initial motion. 
16. Programming for Solutions on ILLIAC. 
A program has been prepared in order that solutions of numerical problems could be 
obtained on the I LUAC, the University's high speed digital computer. The program is too 
lengthy to be included in this report. However, a complete description of it has been placed 
in the library of the .Structural Research Group of the Civil Engineering Department of the 
University of Illinois. 
This program, or code, constitutes an important part of the work presented in this 
report. In fact, without this program, it would literally take scores of years to produce the 
numerical results that are included in this report, if they were to be obtained by use of a desk 
calculator. The use of the code, however, is obviously not limited only to the proquction of 
the numerical results included in this report. In fact, it is now being used for further studies 
on certain phases of the problem of impact in highway bridges at the University of Illinois. 
The preparation of the code took about seven months. 
The ranges of parameters that the code can hand I e are somewhat larger than those 
of the idealized bridge-vehicle systems discussed in the next chapter. By an appropriate choice 
of the value of the various parameters that enter into the problem one can use the co:de to 
handle the various degenerate cases of the two-axle load unit. For instance, by setting 
rio = 0, a . = 0 and J = 0, one has the case of two unsprung loads; by setti ng s/2 L = 0 one 
J. J 
has the case of .a: single-axle load unit, and, as will be discussed in the next chapterI' by 
setting J = 1/4, one has the case of two single axle load units. 
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The code can also handle problems involving non-zero initial conditions of the 
beam and/or of the load unit. In addition, it can handle problems involving either the sinu-
soidaL or the random type of profile variation. For the sinusoidal type, the number of half 
sine waves covering the span may be vari ed from zero to 33. For the random type, the profi Ie 
variation must be prescribed at 100 points equally spaced between the supports of the beam. 
To use the code, one needs only to prepare a "parameter tape" on which the data 
of the problem are given. After this parameter tape is fed into the machine together with a 
IImaster tapeJl, which gives instructions to the machine as to what to do with the data, answers 
are obtained in a time interval of the order of three minutes. The results obtained include 
amplification factors for bending moment at mid-span and at sections underneath the axles, 
and deflections (both static and dynamic) at mid-span. 
The program has been checked by comparing a solution obtained on the ~lLlAC to 
that obtained on a desk calcula1tor. This comparison is presented in the last section of the 
Appendix. It is shown that the two sets of answers check to seven significant figures. 
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IV. BRIDGE-VEHICLE SYSTEMS AND PARAMETERS 
This chapter and the fo Ilowing ones are concerned with a study of the dynami c 
behavior of certain highway bridges by use of the analytical tool developed in the preceding 
two chapters. Included in this chapter are discussions of: (a) the types of bridges and vehicles 
considered; (b) the parameters that enter into the problem; and (c) the significance and ranges 
of the parameters. These discussions are preceded by a presentation of the assumptions i n-
volved in using the analytical model of the preceding chapter to represent actual bridge-
vehi cle systems. 
17. Assumpti ons . 
~n representing an actual bridge-vehicle system by the model considered in the pre-
ceding chapter, the following assumptions are implied. 
(1) The bridge behaves as a simple beam of constant flexural rigidity and constant 
mass distribution along its length. It follows from this assumption that the behavior of the bridge 
in its transverse direction is not considered in the analysis. 
(2) The vehicle is represented by the two-axle load unit considered in the previous 
chapter. Since the vehicle is considered to have no width, the roll effect of the vehicle does 
not enter into the problem. 
(3) The speed with which the vehicle moves across the bridge is constant. 
(4) Damping in the bridge and in the vehicle springs are negligible. 
18 . Types of Bridges and Veh i c les Considered. 
The bridges considered in this study correspond to the SA-2-53 type specified in 
the manual: "Standard Plans for Highway Bridge Superstructures", Bureau of Public Roads, 
Washington, D. C., 1953. These bridges are of the I-beam type with steel girders and a concrete 
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deck, designed for H20-S 16 loading. In this report these structures wi II be referred to as 
IITypical ~-beam Bridges". Their weIghts and_natural frequencies, calculated from data given 
in the aforementioned manual, are listed in Table 1. 
In the majority of problems considered, a typical load unit, designated as IITypical 
Trai ler (A)" was used. The charactedstBcs of this load unit f shown in Table 2, were estimated 
from information obtained from six maior truck and trailer manufacturers and from data contained 
in reference (24). In a few problems, a sumplified load unit, designated as "Typical Trailer B", 
was employed. As shown in the last column of Table L~ the weights and the sp.ring constant 
of each axle of this load unit were assumed to be equal to the average values of the correspond-
ing quantities for the two axles of IlTypical Trailer (A) II • 
19. Significance and Ranges of Parameters. 
It is obvious that the dynamic behavior of a snmply supported highway bridge is 
affected by many variables, such as the speed of the vehicle, frequency of the bridge and the 
vehicle, and the conditions of the roadway surface. The analysIs developed in the preceding 
chapter indicates that the various variables can be represented in terms of dimensionless para-
meters, which can conveniently be classified as: (a) speed and axle spacing parameters, 
(b) weight , frequency, and rotary inertia parameters, (c) initua I condition parameters, and 
(d) profi Ie variation parameters. 
In what follows the expressions for these parameters are presented together with 
a discussion of their physical significance and ranges. ~n addition, some general observations 
are made regarding the probable effects of certain parameters. ~n this discussion the parameters 
are not grouped in the manner presented above; however q they are considered in that order 0 
(a) Speed Parameter. The speed parameter is given by the expression: 
v Tb 
2 [ a= (19-1) 
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Table 1 .. Weights and Natural Frequencies of SA-2-53 Bri9g·es 
Span Total Weight Fundamenta I Tb 
Natural 2L Frequency* 
(f t . ) (I b.) (c,p,s.) (s ec.1 ft.. ) 
20 98,000 12. 13 0.00206 
25 120,700 9.89 0.00202 
30 146,800 8.41 0.00198 
35 171,800 7. 18 0.00199 
40 198,000 5.88 0.00213 
45 227,000 5.41 0.00206 
50 257,200 4.97 0.00201 
60 323,500 4.08 0.00204 
70 385,700 3. 19 0.00224 
78 448,200 2 0 81 0.00228 
* Based on complete composite action between the concrete slab and the I-beams. 
Unsprung Weight (lb.) 
Sprung Weight (lb.) 
Spring Constant (lb./in.) 
II Frequency" (c. p. s.) 
Axle Spacing (ft.) 
Polar Moment of Inertia 
of T ota I Sprung Mass 
about Centroid 
(kips-ft. 2) 
Gross Vehi cle Weight (lb.) 
Table 2. Characteristics of "Typical II Vehicles 
"Typical Trailer (A)" 
Front Axle Rear Axle 
5,200 3,400 
26,800 28,600 
21,700 26,000 
2.81 2.98 
27. 1 
10, 161 
64,000 
II Typi cal Trailer (B)II 
.Either Axle 
4,300 
27,700 
23,850 
2.90 
14.0 
2,715 
64,000 
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in which v denotes the velocity of He vehicle; L the span length of the bridge, and Tb the 
fundamental naturaL period of the bridg.e. This expression can be written as: 
1 
a= 2 
the fundamental natural period of the bridge 
time for the vehicle to cross the bridge 
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The physical meaning of a may be clearer if one considers its reciprocal, or 1/0. The latter 
quantity is approximately equal to the number of osci I lations performed by the bridge during 
the time the vehicle takes to move from one end of the bridge to the other. This relationship 
is approximate because the period of vibration of the bridge is affected by the presence of the 
vehicle. 
The quantity T I12L inEq. (19-1) obviously depends on lyon the characteristi cs 
of the bridge. It is tabulated in the last column of Table 1 for the SA-2-53 type bridges con-
sidered in this investigation. It is worth noting that this quantity is approximately equal for 
all spans. Hence, a can be expressed as: 
o VI 0.003 v (19-2) 
in· which v has the dimension of miles per hour. 
Corresponding to a range of vehicle speeds from approximately 15 mph to 70 mph, 
o varies from 0.05 to 0.22. For v = 70 mph, the number of bridge oscillations during the 
passage of the vehicle is approximately equal to 1/0 ~ 2.3 cycles. 
(b) Axle Spacing Parameter. This parameter is given by the ratio s/2L, where 
s is equal to the distance between the axles of the vehi cleo 
Following the definition of a, one may write: 
s s 
- -2L v 
---
-
= 
a Tb 
( 19-3) 
in which T = s/v represents the time interval between the passing of the two axles over a 
s 
given point. If T is thought to be the p_eriod of a periodic force acting on the bridge, one 
s 
wo u Id expect that a 11criti calli or "resonant \I condi tion might arise when 
s T -
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2L s 
an integer. = = 
Tb 
( 19-4) 
:0 
This relationship is referred to as the condition for synchronization due to the application of 
the axle loads. 
The spacing of the axles of a trailer varies approximately from 14 ft. to 35 ft. 
Considering the minimum and maximum span lengths to be 20 ft .. and 78 ft _, respectively I the 
range of s/2L is from 0.09 to 0.90. An the present study the minimum value of s/2L was con-
sidered to be zero, which, of course, corresponds to the case of a single-axle load .In this 
manner, the effect of tandem axles and the effect of representing a two-axle load by a single 
axle could be assessed. 
(c) Weight and Frequency -Parameters. The following four parameters are used 
to relate the weights of the various parts of the vehicle to the weight of the bridge. 
m· 
unsprung weight of j th axle J y. "- = 
J mb L total weight of bridge 
( 19-5) 
-M. 
sprung weight of j thaxle r = J = J mb L total weight of bridge 
in which the subscript "j J1 ranges from 1 to 2, and 
m· J = 
the unsprung mass of the j th axle, 
M' = the portion of the total sprung mass supported by the jth axle J 
when the vehicle is in static equi Ii bri um, and 
mb = the mass of the bridge per unit length. 
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The parameters relating the natural frequency of the bridge to the IIfrequencies ll 
of the axles of the vehicle are: 
w· 
(_J)2 = CJ- = 
J wb 
in wh ich 
( IIfrequency" of j th axle 2 
. frequency of bridge) 
~ 
Olj = J * ' where k j = stiffness of the spring of Aj 
21T 
= wb T 
b 
= the natural circular frequency of the bridge. 
W· 
The term "frequencyll of the j th axle represents the quantity 2~ 
( 19-6) 
It is obvious that for a given vehicle the values of the weight and frequency 
parameters depend only on the characteristics of the bridge. The values of these parameters 
for the case of rlTypical Trailer (B)II and "Typical I-beam Bridges" are plotted in Fig. 4 as 
functions of the length of the bridge. The minimum and maximum values of these parameters 
are: 
y. 
J 
minimum 0.0096 
maximum 0.0438 
r J 
0.0618 
0.2826 
a· J 
0.0570 
1.0632 
If "Typical Trailer (A)" had been considered, the ranges of these parameters would have been 
slightly different . However, these differences are of no importance. 
(d) Rotary Inertia Parameter.. This parameter is given by the following expression: 
J = 1 4 
J 
2 (19-7) 
a· J 
in which J denotes the polar moment of inertia of the sprung mass about its centroid, and aj 
denotes the distance from the j th axle to the centroid of the sprung mass. The quantity 
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2 L M' aJ' inEq .. (19-7) is equal to the polar moment of inertia of the total sprung mass if , J 
J 
the masses M j are assumed to beconcentratecLat the axles. 
The quantity Jis a rreasure.d{ the re.sistance of the sprung mass against pitching. 
t 
Its numerical value depends on the geometry of the sprung mass and t.h~spacing ci the axles. 
For trai lers, from information contained in reference (24), it is estimated that the value of J 
ranges approximately from 0.225 to 0.425. 
When J is equal to Z M j a j 2 , or J = 1/4, the two-axle load unit with a 
J 
single sprung mass can be thought of as two separate single-axle load units, each with a sprung 
mass M j . Therefore, by setting J = 1/4, one can study the case of two single-axle units by 
use of the present analysis for a two-axle load unit. 
(e) Initial Condition Parameters for Bridge. It is possible that before the vehicle 
enters the bridge, the bridge may be already in a state of vibration due to the previous passing 
of vehicles. This initial motion will obviously influence the magnitude of the dynamic effects 
in the bridge. The displacement and velocity of the bridge at the instant the vehicle enters 
the span wi II be defined by the equations: 
} ( 19-8) 
in which y* denotes the amplitude of initial osci \lation, measured from the position of static 
o 
equilibrium, and f\, and "tll represent, respectively, a phase angle and time. 
For a given value of y* , the magnitude of the dynamic effect will depend on the 
o 
phase angle ~b' Since there is an equal chance for ~b to assume any value between zero and 
21f t it is reasonable to consider only that value which will produce the maximum effect for a 
fixed value of y* .. With the value of B. thus specified, the amplitude y* becomes the only 
o 'b 0 
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parameter involved in the study of the effect of initial oscillation of the bridge. 
This amplitud.e.may be conveniently expressed as the product of a fraction qb and 
the maximum mid-span stati c deflection due to the weight of the vehi cle considered, 
( 19-9) 
From the vibration records of highway bridges reperted in the literature, it seems that a value 
of 0.25 fer qb is net unusual. It appears that a value ef 0.50 may be censidered as a reasen-
able upper limit. 
In erder to. use the ILLIAC pregram presented in Chapter IU, ene must express y* 
o 
in the same dimensienless ferm as the variable cp used to. express the deflectien ef the beam. 
Hence, ene has 
(19-10) 
in which 
'-/") 
the mid-span deflection ef the bridge due to. a 
ferce equal to. the tetal weight ef the bridge applied at mid-span. 
Fer a given * A'l , the di mensienless ferms ef the initial displacement and velecity of the 10 
bridge become: 
} (19-11) 
j 
in w h i ch T = (1r vt) /L . 
- A 
In passing it may be mentioned that the value of (Ys)L/2 in Eq. (19-10) varies 
frem 0.5R to R, R being the ratio. ef the weight ef the vehicle to the tetal weight ef the bridge. 
_ A 
For the case ef a single-axle lead, (Ys)L/2 is equal to. R. 
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(f) Initial Condition Parameters for Vehicle. In this section the term "vehicle ll 
should be understood to mean the. sprung part of the vehicle. Due to the unevenness of the 
approaches to the bridge, the vehicle may be in a state of vibration as it enters the span. The 
vibration of the vehicle may consist of a vertical oscillation and an angular oscillation. It is 
assumed that these osci Ilations may be represented by the equations: 
U o ;:= u: sinCwpt -t-~p) 
~~o =Wp U:C05(Wpt +~p) 
in which 
dz 
l 
( 19-12) 
0 
z, dt 0 = the displacement and velocity of the initial vertical motion, 
z* 
0' 
u 
o ' 
u* 
0' 
w , ~ 
v v 
du 
0 
dt 
w , ~p p 
= the amplitude, circular frequency, and phase angle of the 
initial vertical motion, 
= the displacement and velocity of the initial angular motion, 
= the amplitude, circu lar frequency and phase ang Ie of the 
initial angular motion. 
For reasons si mi lor to those presented in discussing the effect of ~ in Eq. (19-8), 
the phase angles ~ and ~ may be regarded as fixed quantities in the study of the effects of 
v p 
the initial oscillations of the vehicle. 
The amplitude z~ may be conveniently expressed as the product of a fraction, qv l 
and the static deflection of the centroid of the vehicle, 6. T i. e. 
v 
z* = q L 
o v v 
The quanti ty 6 may be expressed as 
v 
(19-13) 
9 
~ J 
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(19-14) 
in which J varies from 1 to 2, and J represents the complement of j f i.e., if j = 1 
then J = 2, and vice versa. The quantity g/W) is equal to the static compression in the 
spring of the j th axle. 
Actual field measurements of q have been reported in reference (13). The largest 
v 
value reported there is 0.40. A value of 0.50 might be considered to be a reasonable upper 
limit. 
The amplitude u* may be conveniently expressed as 
o 
,I ";" 9 ) Uo* =q (S L ~p . J 
J 
(19-15) 
in which q represents a fraction, and the quantity inside the parentheses represents an angle 
p 
equal to the sum of the static deformations in the two springs divided by the spacing of the 
axles. 
So far no field measurements of q have been reported in the literature. A value 
p 
of 0.50 as the upper limit appears to be a reasonable guess. 
In order to use the ILLIAC program for the solution of numerical problemsr the 
initial conditions of the vehicle must be transformed into the same dimensionless forms as those 
described in Chapter III. The dimensionless form of z* is: 
o 
~* 
o 
The vertical displacement and velocity of the vehicle are then 
(19-16) 
(19-17) 
The dimensionless form of u* is: 
o 
=cq I p . 
J 
I 
Cu' J 
and the dimensionless angular displacement and velocity of the vehicle are: 
} 
(g) Profile Variation Parameters. The initial deviation of the profi Ie of the 
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(19-18) 
( 19-19) 
bridge deck from a horizontal line through the supports of the bridge is referred to herein as 
the II profile variation l1 and is designated by the symbol p(x). In general, this deviation is 
random in nature. In solving a problem of this kind, the code prepared for this investigation 
requires p(x} to be specified at 100 locations along the bridge. 
A simplified representation of profi Ie variation is the sinusoidal profi Ie variation, 
in which case the profi Ie of the bridge deck is assumed to be represented by a seri es of 
sinusoidal waves. While this simplification represents a hypothetical case, it is believed that 
studies of this case could give some qualitative answers regarding the effect of unevenness on 
the deck of the bridge. For this type of profi Ie variation, p(x) is given by the equation 
p(x} = b sin m1T x L ( 19-20) 
in which x denotes the horizontal distance measured from the left support of the bridge, b the 
amplitude of the sinusoidal waves, and m the nurmer of half waves along the span of the 
bridge. 
Regarding the value of m, theoretically it could vary anywhere between zero and 
infinity. The value of zero corresponds to a perfectly smooth surface; a large value of m com-
bined with a small amplitude b would qualitatively represent the Ilroughness" of the 
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pavement (25). Little information is avai lable in the literature regarding the magnitude of 
profile variation. A maximum deviation of over 2 inches from design grade of an existing 
bridge deck has been reported (20). However, additiona I information is necessary before 
reasonable upper limits could be set. 
I f one pi ctures the crossing of a load over a bridge as a stationary load resting on 
a horizonta II y moving bridge, and neglects the flexibility of the bridge, then he can think of 
the profi Ie variation as a base disturbance applied to the load. The period of this disturbance 
is equal to: 
T = 
p 
2 L 
m (19-21 ) 
v 
The quantity T is also equal to the time the load takes to travel over a distance covered by p 
one complete sinusoida I wave. For the purpose of simplifying the following discussion, the 
two natural periods of vibration of the sprung load are assumed to be equal, and wi Il be desig-
nated by the symbol T L . 1fT p is equal to T L ' then the dynami c response of the load, hence 
the response of the bridge also, may be expected to be large. The value of m corresponding 
to this IIresonant" condition is designated bym 1 and is given by the equation 
T 
(2..) 
TL 
2l ( 19-22) -= 
a 
Furthermore, in the case of a sinusoida I profi Ie variation, it is conceivab Ie that 
the reaction between the load and the bridge could vary harmonically with a period equal to 
T . In other v,ords, one might think of T as the period of a periodic force acting on the p p 
bridge. Then he could conclude that another "resonantll condition may exist when T is equal 
p 
to Tb . The value of m corresponding to this "critical II condition is given by the equation 
2 L 
a 
(19-23) = m2 T v b 
= 
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In the preceding discussion, the interactions between the load and the bridge have been neg-
lected; however, the values of m1 and m2 shoulq give some indication of the conditions 
under which large dynami c effects may be expected. 
The di mension less parameter for profi Ie vari ation used in the code is given by the 
equation 
p = 
p ( 19-24) 
16.D.b 
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V. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 
I n this chapter are studied the effects of certain major factors that influence the 
dynamic behavior of highway bridges under moving vehicles. The significance and numerical 
values of the parameters involved in this study have been discussed in the preceding chapter. 
The numerical data presented here have been obtained on the I LLiAC by means of the code 
wh i ch has been described in Chapter II ~ . 
Except for a few cases, the results presented in this chapter are described in terms 
of amplification factors for maximum bending moment and deflection at mid-span. These am-
plification factors represent the ratios of the maximum dynamic bending moment and deflection 
at mid-span to the corresponding maxi mum static quantities at mid-span. Some results are pre-
sented in terms of amplification factors for maximum bending moments under the axles. These 
factors represent the ratios of the maximum dynamic bending moments under the axles to the 
absolute maximum static bending moment in the bridge. 
For each prob lem considered, the behavior of the bridge is studied for the time 
interval between the entry of the front axle of the vehicle onto the span and the departure of 
the rear axle from the span. Unless otherwise stated, the results are obtained for the following 
conditions at the instant the vehicle enters onto the bridge: (a) the sprung part of the vehicle 
has no verti calor angular motion and (b) the bridge is at rest and its surface is perfectly smooth 
and horizontal under the action of its own weight. 
20. Effect of Speed of Vehicle. 
The results of studies on the effect of vehicle speed are presented in Figs. 5 through 
8 .. The vehicle used in obtaining these results is "Typical Trailer (A)". In- Fig. 5 are plotted 
the amplification factors for the maximum bending moment and deflection at midspan of a 
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45-ft. bridge as functions of the speed parameter a. The values of the vehi cle speed are also 
indicated on the horizontal scale, 
It is noted that these curves are oscillatory in nature, and that both the amplitude 
and period of the oscillations increase with increasing value of the speed parameter. These 
general trends are simi lar to those observed in previous investigations of the effects of a single-
axle load. An explanation of these trends is given in reference (8). 
The osci Ilatory nature of these curves, though interesting, is of little practi cal 
importance. Since the speed of the vehicle cannot be controlled in practice, it is the peak 
values of these diagrams that are significant. it is to be noted that in general these peak values 
(or the upper envelopes of the curves) increase with the speed parameter. 
In Fig. 6 are presented the amplHication factors for maximum bending moments at 
sections underneath the axles. The following features are worth noting in this figure: (0) the 
peak values of the curve for the rear axle are appreciably larger than those for the front axle; 
(b) the maximum bending moment under the rear axle ns more sensitive to the variat30n of the 
speed parameter than is the corresponding moment under the front axle. 
These features, typical for other solutions obtained but not presented here; may be 
explained as follows. When the front axle enters the span, the structure is at rest. But when 
the rear axle enters the span, the bridge has already been set in motion by the front axle. 
Therefore, as far as the rear axle is concerned, the bridge is initially oscillating. As will be 
shown in a later article, the general effect of an inHial oscillation of the bridge is to increase 
the response of the structure. This explains feature (a). Furthermore, the effect of the initial 
oscillation of the bridge with a fixed amplitude depends on the phase angle of the oscillation" 
and this angle is primarily a function of the vehicle speed; and this explains feature (b). 
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In Figs_ 7 and 8 are presented the amplification factors for the maximum bending 
moment and deflection at mid-span for the 20 ft. and 70-ft. spans, respectively. I t can be 
seen that the general trends of these curves are the same as those shown in Fig. 5. It is 
significant to compare the maximum values of the various amplification curves. These values 
are summarized in Table 3. In this table are included also the maximum values of the 
amplification factors for maximum moment under the rear axle. (The graphs of these ampli-
fi cation factors for the 20-ft. and 70-ft. spans are not reproduced here.) 
Table 3. Maximum Amplification Factors in Study of Effect: of Vehicle Speed 
Maximum Maximum Maximum 
·S pan Deflection BendinfJ Moment Bending Moment 
eft.) at Mid-Span at Mid-Span Under Rear Axle 
20 1.67 1 .61 1. 53 
45 1.24 1 . 15 1.28 
70 1 .26 1.30 1..27 
To serve as an indi cation of the relative magnitudes of the maxi mum response for 
the di fferent spans, the average of the three maxi mum ampli fi cation factors I isted for each of 
the three spans is given: ---1 .60 for the 20-ft. span; 1.22 for the 45-ft. span; 1.28 for the 
70-ft. span. I t is important to note the large response in the case of the 20-ft. span. 
It is seen that for the 20-ft. and 45-ft. spans the amplification factors for de-
flection at mid-span are a little larger than those for bending moment at the same section. The 
same is not true in the case of the 70-ft. span in which the maximum ampli fi cation factor for 
moment is slightly larger than that for deflection at mid-span. It can also be seen that for the 
20-ft. and 70-ft. spans, the maximum amplification factors for bending moment at mid-span are 
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slightly larger than those for bending moment under the rear axle. However, the opposite is 
true for the 45-ft. span. 
It should be noted that the magnHudes of the differences involved in the preceding 
comparisons are small, being of the order of 2 to 10 percent. 
21. Effect of Axle Spacing ofYehicle e 
The results of the study perta~ning to the effect of axle spacing are presented in 
Figs. 9 through 16. These results cover span lengths of 20 ft., 45 ft. u and 70 ft., and values 
of the speed parameter a equal to 0.105, O.155j7 and 0.205 (corresponding approximately to 
vehicle speeds of 35 mph, 52 mph, and 68 mph, respectively). The physical characteristics 
of the vehicle considered correspond to those of "Typical Tras ler (A)" with the exception that 
the spadng between the axles is treated as the variable for all problems considered in this 
article. 
The resu Its for the case of l = 45 ft. and v ~ 35 mph are shown in Fig 0 9 in whi ch 
the amplification factors for maximum bending moment and deflection at mid-span are plotted 
agasnst the axle spacing parameter s/2L o The value of the axle spacing is also indicated on 
the abscissa of the figure. h can be seen from this figure that the amplification factors are 
osci Ilatory in nature! and that the distances between the consecutive maximum points of the 
graphs are approximately constant.. Further, it is noted that the peak values of the amplification 
factors occur at values of the axle spacing parameters that are very close to multiples of the 
speed parameter a. The latter observation suggests that the effect of axle spacing can actually 
be regarded as a periodic forcing funqtion as discussed in Section (b) of Art 0 19. The solutions 
obtained for other cases show the same general characteristics as those described above. 
Solutions for a 45-ft .. span and speeds equal to 52 mph and 68 mph are shown in 
Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Results for a 20-ft. span and the same three vehicle speeds as 
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those considered in the case of the 45-ft. span are shown in Figs. 12 through 14. Results for 
the 70-ft bridge and the same three vehicle speeds are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The most 
significant information contained in these figures is summarized in Tables 4 and 5. 
In Table 4 are listed the values of the ratio Ts/Tb ' as defined by Eq. (19-3), for 
the maximum values of the amplification factor for moment presented in Figs .. 9 to 16. It is 
noted from this table that these values are very close to integers. This result indicates that, 
as previously mentioned, the effect of successive application of the axle loads on the bridge 
is similar to that of a transient period;c force with a period equal to T = s/v, and that when 
- s 
Ts = T b the so-called condition of "resonance ll may actually develop. (The magnitude of the 
response of the bridge under such \\resonant ll condi Hons wi II be di scussed later in thi sarti c Ie. ) 
From this result one may further draw some inference on the effect of vehicles with multiple 
axles. It is likely that the dynamic effects of the successive axle spacings could be cumulative. 
From the standpoint of reducing the dynamic effe~ts in the bddge, H appears then desirable to 
space the axles such that the spadngs betweeUll the successive axles are not multiples of one 
another. 
In Table 5 are summarized the most signHHcant values of the amplification factors 
for bending moments and deflections presented in Figs. 9 through 16. Column (1) of this table 
gives. the maximum amplification factors within the range of axle spacing considered. Column 
(2) gives the amplification factors for s = 0, i.e., the case of a single axle load. ~n Column 
(3) are listed the differences between the values in Columns (1) and (2). Column (4) gives the 
amplification factors for the case s = 4 ft. 
It is observed that the differences for moment listed in Column (3) range from 0.09 
for the case of L = 70 ft. and a = o. l05 to 0.50* for the case of L = 20 ft. and a = 0.205. The 
* In this case the amplification factor for s = 0 being equal to 0.84 is actually less than unity. 
If it were taken as unity, the corresponding difference listed in Column (3)wouldbe reduced to 
0.34. 
a = 0.105 
First Maxi mum 
Second Maxi mum 
Third Maximum 
Fourth Maxi mum 
a = O. 155 
First Maxi mum 
Second Maxi mum 
Third Maximum 
a = 0.205 
First Maxi mum 
Second Maxi mum 
Table 4. Values of the Ratio TslTb (=s/2La) Corresponding to 
Maximum Values of Amplification Factors for 
Moment Presented in Figs. 9 to 16. 
Span Length 
20 ft. 45 ft. 
0.99 0.98 
2.09 2.00 
3.05 3.00 
4.04 
1. 08 1 w06 
2.24 2.21 
3.23 
1. 11 1.07 
2. 11 
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70 ft. 
1. 12 
1 .81 
0.90 
0.92 
Table 5. Summary of Amplification Factors in Study of Effect of Axle Spacing 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Span Maximum Value Value for s = 0 Col. (1) - Col. (2) Value for s =4 ft. Col. (4) - Col. (2) 
a 
Length Moment Deflection Moment Deflection Moment Deflection Moment Deflection Moment . Deflection 
0.105 1 e 17 1 .21 0.96 1. 10 0.21 0.11 1. 12 1. 12 0.16 0.02 
20 ft. 0.155 1.31 1.43 1.06 1. 15 0.25 0.28 1.06 10 02 0.00 -0.13 
0.205 1.34 1.20 0.84 1.04 0.50 0.16 1. 01 1.00 0.17 -0.04 
0.105 1 . 18 1.20 1 .00 1.08 0.18 o. 1~ 1.02 1 .02 0.02 -0.06 
45 ft. o~ 155 1.27 1.34 1 . 16 1.24 O. 11 O. 10 1. 17 1 . 18 0.01 -0.06 
0.205 1 .32 1.28 0.97 1.20 0.35 0.08 1.04 1 . 17 0.07 -0.03 
o. 105 1 . 11 1. 10 1.02 1.08 0.09 0.02 1.06 1.07 0.04 -0.01 
70 ft. O. 155 1 .21 1. 19 1 .01 1.07 0.20 O. 12 1.04 1.06 0.03 -0.01 
0.205 1 . 18 1. 18 1.03 1 . 11 0.15 0.07 1.08 1. 10 0.05 -0.01 
~ 
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corresponding di fferences for deflection range from 0.02 for the case of L = 70 ft. and 
a = O. 105 to 0.28 for the case of L = 2.0 ft. and a = O. 155. H should be noted that these dif-
ferences represent fractions of the maximum stati c bending moment or deflection at mid-span. 
Since these differences are of the same order of magnitude as those between the dynamic re-
sponse and static response (or the lIimpact factorll used in design), the representation of a 
"trailer", such as that used in the present study, by a single axle load should be looked upon 
with much caution. 
A question of practi cal importance concerns the dynamic effect of tandem axles 
which are usually spaced at four feet aparL This question may be considered in the light of 
the findings discussed previously in this article. It has been shown that the maximum effect 
of axle spacing occurs when 
T 
s s 
= 
L/'I .. 
= am Hnteger (21-1 ) 
Tb 2la 
From this equation, one can compute the maximum length of span, (L) , for which the 
max 
synchronization of the period of the bridge with the time interval between the successive 
applications of axle loads is possible o Taking unity as the integer in Eq. (21-1), one obtains 
the equati on 
(L) = 
max a a 
m!n 
(21-2) 
which shows that for a given axle spacang, (l) decreases with an increasing value ofa • 0 
max m8n 
Since an increase in the value of 0, or a 0 ,in general increases the dynamic effects in the 
min 
bridge, it follows that the maximum effect of axle spacing wi U increase with decreasing span 
length. 
In the particular case of tandem axles l i. e., s = 4 ft., a value of a • = 0.05 min 
wou Id give (L) = 40 ft • However, for this va lue of a 0 I the dynami c effect in the bridge 
max min 
probably would not be very serious because of the corresponding low vehicle speed. For 
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a . = o. 10 (v = 33 mph), (L) is 20 ft. It appears that for tandem axles the condition of 
mIn max 
synchronization may be a source of appreciab Ie dynami'c effects on Iy in the case of very short 
spans. 
As an indication of the order of magnitude of the effect of tandem axles, the dif-
ferences between the amplification factors for s = 0 and s = 4 ft. are listed in Column (5) of 
Table 5 for the results shown in Figs. 9 through 16. It is noted that for the 45-ft. and 70-ft. 
spans, the differences for moment range from 0.0] to 0.07. For the 20-ft. span, the di f-
ferences are as high as 0.16* for a = O. 105 and 0.17* for a = 0.205. These results ~ndicate 
that the error involved in representing a tandem axle by a single axle is not appreciable, except 
in the case of the 20-ft. span. 
22. Effect of Initial Oscillation of Bridge. 
The results obtained for the study of the effect of the initial oscUlation of the 
bridge are shown in Figs. 17 through 19. Figure 17 gives the amp Ii fi cat! on factors for the 
maximum bending moment at mid-span of a 45-ft. bridge traversed by IITypical Trai ler (A)II for 
three vehicle speeds corresponding to a = O. 118, 0.155, and 0.175. Before the vehicle enters 
the span the bridge is assumed to be already vibrating with an amplitude represented by a value 
of qb = 0.314, where qb ;s the ratio of the amplitude of the initial vibration to the maximum 
static miq-span deflection due to the vehicle. The amplification factors are shown in this 
figure as functions of ~b ' the phase angle of the initial vibration of the bridge, as defined 
by Eq. (19-8). It may be noted that the values ~b = 0 and ~b = 21! represent the condition in 
which the bridge has no deflection but has a maximum downward velocity at the instant the 
vehicle enters the span. The value ~b = 11'/2 represents the condition in which the bridge has 
a maximum downward deflection but no velocity at the instant of the entry of the vehicle. 
* In these cases the amplification factors for s = 0 are actually less than unity. H they were 
taken as unitYr then the differences would be 0.12 and 0.01. 
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It is seen from this figure that the phase angie ~b has a great effect on the response 
of the bridge. While the manner in which the amplification factors vary with ~b 'is interesting, 
it is the maximum values of these amplification curves that are significant. 
In Figs. 18 and 19 are shown respectively the amplification factors for the maxi-
mum bending moment and deflection at mid-span as functions of qb. The amplification factor 
for each value of qb plotted represents the maximum value for all possible phase angles. Con-
sidered in these figures are three span lengths: 20 ft., 45 ft./ and 70 ft., traversed by 
"Typical Trai ler (B)" at a speed of approximately 33 mph. 
It can be noted from these figures that the amplification factors increase linearly 
with qb ' and that the curves for the three span lengths are fairly close to one another. The 
magnitude and the rate of increase of these amplification factors are shown in Table 6. 
Columns (1) and (2) give the values of the amplification factors for ~ = 0.50 and qb = 0, 
respectively. Column (3) shows the rate of increase of the val ue of amplification factor for 
each increment of 0.10 in the value of qb. ~t is seen that the numbers in:Columns (1) and (2) 
do not vary greatly within each column .. As qb increases from zero to 0.50, the average 
amplification factors for the three spans increase approximately from 1.08 to 1 .. 49 for mid-span 
moment, and from 1.08 to 1.52 for mid-span deflection. It is of interest to note from 
Column (3) that the rate of increase of amplification factor for each increment of O. 10 in the 
value of qb is very close to O. 10 also. 
Additional information regarding this relationship can be obtained from the data 
shown in Fig. 17. This information is summarized in Table 7. In Column (1) of this table are 
listed the maximum amplification factors for qb = 0.314 for the three values of a considered. 
Column (2) gives the amplification factors corresponding to qb = 0i these values are taken from 
Fig. 5. The rate of increase of amplification factor per increment of 0.10 in the value of qb 
Span 
(ft. ) 
20 
45 
70 
a 
o. 118 
0.155 
0.175 
Table 6. Magnitude.crd Rated Increase of Amplification Factors for 
Moment in Studz: of Effect of Initial Oscillation of Bridge 
(liT ypi ca I Trailer (B); a = o. 100) 
(1) (2) (3) Rate of Increase 
per Increment 
qb = 0.50 qb = 0.00 of II o. 1 0 II i n qb 
Moment Deflection Moment Deflection Moment Deflection 
1.46 1.58 1.06 1 . 10 0.08 o. 10 
1.52 1.49 1.05 1.04 0.09 0.09 
1.50 1. 50 1. 10 1.09 0.08 0.08 
Table 7. Magnitude andRate ci Increase of Amplification Factors for 
Moment in Study of Effect of Initial Oscillation of Bridge 
(IITz:pical Trailer (A)"; Span = 45 ft.) 
(1) 
qb = 0.314 
1.29 
1.46 
1.37 
(2) 
q = 0 b 
0.97 
1 • 15 
1 .04 
(3) 
Rate of Increase 
per Increment 
of 0.10 in qb 
o. 10 
O. 10 
o. 11 
70 
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is listed in Column (3).. This rate is computed on the premise of linear increase of the response 
with qbo It is seen from this table that although the numbers in Columns (1) and (2) differ 
appreciably, yet almost all three values in Column (3) are equal to 0.10. 
The foregoing results indicate that one can get an approximate estimate of the 
maximum effect of a given initial osci lIation of the bridge by simply adding the corresponding 
valuE!! of qb to the amplification factor for the case in which there is no initial oscillation. 
The simplicity of this relationship is obviously significant. However, additional data are 
needed to establ ish the range of its va lidity. 
23. Effect of Sinusoidal Profi Ie Variation. 
Under the assumption that the profi Ie of the bridge deck is made up of a series of 
sinusoidal waves of constant amplitude, amplification factors have been obtained for the 
maxi mum bending moment at mid-span of a 70-ft. span bridge traversed by UTypical Trailer (8)11 
at a speed of approximately 33 mph. These amplification factors are plotted in Fig. 20 as a 
function of the parameter m which represents the number of half sine waves along the length 
of the bridge. The amplitude of the waves is specified by the parameter b, which in this figure 
is equal to 0.001 corresponding to an amplitude of approximately 0.03 inch. 
It can be noted from Fig. 20 that for m greater than 16, the amplification factors 
are, for a II practi ca I purposes, the same as that corresponding to the case of a smooth deck 
(m = 0). As mentioned in Section (g) of Art. 19, a large value of m combined with a small 
amplitude would qualitatively represent the IIroughness" of a pavement. Considering that 
the amplitude used in this problem is only 0.03 in., the large values of m in this figure may 
be regarded as representing the conditions of a "rough" deck. Hence, it appears that deck 
"roughness II as defined here would not cause appreciable dynamic effects in the bridge. 
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It is also noted from Fig. 20 that there exist two conditions of IIresonance" as 
marked by the rather sudden rise and fall of the amplification factors in the regions of m = 8 
and m = 12. The peak values of the amplifi cation factors occur at m = 8.5 and m = 12.5. 
It is of interest to note that the "critical" values of m as computed from Eqs. (19-22) and 
(19-23) are: m1 = 9.0 and m2 = 10.0, respectively. It may be noted that these IIpredi cted" 
critical values of m are quite close to those indicated in Fig. 20 g 
The magnitude 0 f the maximum value of the amplification factors is 1.32, which 
is not exceedingly high. But it should be viewed with the corresponding small amplitude of 
waves (0.03 inch) in mind. 
An indication of the effect of the amplHude of the sinusoidal profi Ie variation is 
given in Fig. 21. The system considered is the same as that in Fig. 20. However F the number 
of ha If sinusoidal waves is fixed to three, but the amp Ii tude of the waves is made to vary from 
zero to approximately 4 inches. it can be seen from the figure that the amplification factor 
increases rather mildly from 1.16 to 1.26 as the amplitude of the waves increases from zero 
to 0.5 inch. From there on, the rate of increase becomes larger and remains linear 0 The 
maximum value of the amplification factors shown in the figure is close to 3; this occurs at an 
ampl.itude of 4 inches which is probably unrealistically large. 
24. Effects of Initial Osci lIations of Vehicle. 
In this article, whenever no ambiguity may arise, the word "vehicle ll is used in 
place of the term lithe sprung part of the vehicle". The results of the study on the effects of 
initial vertical oscillation and pitching oscillation of the vehicle are shown in Fig. 22. The 
bridge considered has a span length of 70 ft., the vehicle used is "Typical Trai ler (~)II. 
In this figure are plotted the amplification factors for the maximum bending 
moment and deflection at mid-span against q and q , which are dimensionless measurements 
v p 
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of the amplitudes of the. initial oscillations as defined by Eqs. (19-13) and (19-15), respective-
Iy. Each of the amplification factors plotted represents the maximum value for all possible 
phase angles of the corresponding. initial oscillatio.n. The results shown in this figure are for 
the following two simplified conditions: (a) the initial os.cillatio.n of the vehicle consists of a 
vertical oscillation only, i.e., q = a constant and q = 0; (b) the initial oscillation of the 
v p 
vehicle consists of an angular oscillation onlyi' i.e., q = 0 and q = a constant. It should 
v p 
be n~ted that if the val ue of qv in case (a) is equal to the value of qp in case (b),. then it 
follows from the definitions of these symbols that the amplitudes of dynamic deformation of 
the springs in the two axles are equal for both cases (a) and._(b) 0 Al.thougb such deformations 
are in phase for case (a) and 180 degrees out of phase for case (b), it appears that a com-
parison between the amplification factors for these cases for the same value of q and q is 
v p 
meaningful. 
From Fig. 22 it is noted that for both types of initial oscillations the amplification 
factors increase essentially linearly with the amplitudes of the initial oscillations. As q in-
v 
creases from zero to 0.50, the average amplification factor. for moment and deflection increases 
from 1.10 to 1.82. As q increases from zero to 0.50 the same average amplHication factor: 
p 
increases from 1. 10 to 1.50. The corresponding rate of increase in the average ampiGfication 
factor. for each increment of O. 10 in the value of q is 0 0 14; and this rate is 0.08 for the 
v 
same increment in the value of q . Hence, it appears from this result that the effect of initial 
p 
vertical oscillation is greater than that of initial pitching oscillation. 
25. Effect of Weight Distribution Between the Front and Rear Axles. 
In order to obtain some indication of the effect of weight distribution between the 
front and rear axles, the case of a 45-ft. bridge traversed by two unsprung masses spaced at 
14 ft. and with a combined weight of 14 tons is considered. The results are shown in Fig. 23 
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in which the amplification factors for maximum bending moment and deflection at mid-span 
are plotted, for three values of the speed parameter, as functions of the ratio of the weight 0 f 
the front axle to the combined weight of botH axles. The latter ratio is varied from zero to 
0.50; the former value corresponds to the case of a single axle load and the latter to that of 
two equa I masses .. 
From the results in this figure nt appears that the effect of varying the distribution 
of axle weights increases as the speed of the vehDcle increases, and that the magnitude of this 
effect becomes significant only when the speed is very high. 
I f the 20 ton load is interpreted as an H-20 truck, the ratio of the weight of the 
front axle to the total weight should be 0.20. !t is of interest to compare the average ampB-
fication factors for moment and deflection for thus vaiue of the ratOo and those for the zero· 
value of the ratio .. The latter case obviously corresponds to the single-'axle load representation 
of the H-20 type vehicle. It may be seen that for a = O. 10 the difference between the values 
of the amplification factors for the two ratios us about one percent; fora = 0 0 15 the difference 
is about three percent; and for·a = 0.20 it is ten. percent. Thus compadson indicates that the 
effect of the front axle of an ordinary truck is not significantly large especially wh~n only 
moderate vehi cle speeds are involved .. 
26. Effects of Variations in Rotary !nertia Parameter, Weight Parameter fI and Frequency 
Parameter .. 
The purpose of the study described nn this article is to obtain an indication of the 
sensitivity of the results presented in the precedong artscles to the variat30n of such parameters 
as the rotary inertia parameter, the weight parametersj' and frequency paramete.rs. 
The influence of variaHon in the value of the rotary inertia parameter for a given 
bridge-vehicle system is shown in Fig. 24. In thas figure is presented the amplification factors 
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for the maximum bending moment and deflection at mid-span of a bridge 70 ft. 10n9- traversed 
by a two-axle load at the speed of approximately 52 mph. The characteristics of the two-axle 
load considered in the figure are the same as "Typi cal Trai ler (B) II with the exception that the 
value of J , the rotary inertia parameter, is treated as the variable of the problem under con-
sideration. 
It is noted from this figure that the values of amplification factors remain almost 
constant as J varies within the range considered. This would mean that for an analytical study 
such as the present one, the value of J need not be extremely accurately estimated. 
The influence of variations in the relative weights of the bridge and the vehicle, 
and of variations in the relative frequencies of the bridge and the vehicle are shown, respec:-
tively, in Figs. 25 and 26 for a particular simplified case. The case considered involves a 
45-ft. bridge traversed by a single sprung load at a speed of approximately 52 mph. In Fig. 25 
the amplifi cation factors for the maximum bending moment and deflection at mid-span are 
plotted against r I the ratio of the weight of the load to the weight of the structure. In 
Fig. 26 the corresponding quantities are plotted against the square of the ratio of the fre-:-
quenci~s of the load and the bridge. 
It should be noted that in obtaining the results shown in Fig. 25, the value of the 
product of a r was kept constant. In this manner the on Iy variab Ie involved was the weight 
ratio of the system. Had the quantity a I instead of (J r I been kept constant, then a change 
in r wou ld have affected both the weight ratio and the relative stiffness of the load and the 
structure, since (J depends on the relative weights of the system. The va lues of rand (J of 
the rear axle of IITypical Trailer (A)" are approximately equal to 0.141 and 0.304, respective-
Iy. These values are marked by vertical lines in the figures. 
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It is noted from both figures that the response of the bridge is not very sensitive to 
small variations of the variables considered. This means that small discrepancies in estimating 
the wei ght and stiffness characteristi cs of the s'ystem wi II not cause appreciab Ie error in the 
determination of the dynamic effects in the bridge. 
It is emphasized that the results presented in this article are preliminary,covering 
two particular cases only; hence, the inference drawn from them should be viewed in that 
light. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
27. Concluding Remarks. 
In order to assess the engineering significance of the results presented in the 
preceding chapter, it is desirable to classify the various problems considered there in two 
groups: Group (1) will include those problems concerned with the behavior of bridges having 
a smooth roadway, and Group (2) will include the additional problems involved in the dynamic 
response of a bridge with either an uneven approach or a wavy deck surface. 
The problems considered in Group (1) include: (a) the effect of the vehicle 
speed; (b) the effect of the axle spacing of the vehicle, and (c) the effect of the initial osci 1-
lation of the bridge. The common characteristic of these effects is that they prevai I in all 
bridges to a practically equal extent. Furthermore, the ranges of the parameters involved are 
reasonably certain. 
The problems considered in Group (2) include: (a) the effect of profile variation; 
and (b) the effects of initial oscillations of the vehicle. As previously mentioned, item (a) 
deals wi th the influence of unevenness of the bridge deck, whi Ie item (b) deals indirectly with 
the effect of the unevenness of the approaches. These surface irregularities can vary appreci-
ably among different bridges, depending on such factors as their locations, maintenance, and 
type of pavement. It follows that unless the latter factors are considered in the specification 
of the "i mpact factors II used in design practi ce, considerable compromise may have to be made 
in arriving at a "fair" impact factor for a II bridges of the same type and span, but with pos-
sibly different surface conditions. 
Although the results of studies in the precedi ng chapter on sinusoidal profile 
variation provide qualitative answers to such questions as the possibility of IIresonance" and 
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the effect of IIroughness", the magnitude of the maximum response obtained can hardly be 
re lated to rea Ii ty wi th the present state of know ledge. 
For a vehicle bouncing with an amplitude of initial vertical osci Ilation of one 
half the static compression in the vehicle springs, the maximum amplification factor for bending 
moment at mid-span of a 70-ft. bridge is 1 .83. As pointed out previously, damping in the 
vehicle springs has not been considered in arriving at this result. However, there is evidence 
to the effect that damping in the vehicle plays an important role in such cases. The influence 
of this role has not been systematically studied as yet. 
From the above discussion, it appears that much research is needed before the 
effects of the factors involved in the problems of Group (2) can be assessed rationally. 
However, for the problems of Group (1), the resu Its of the present studies enab Ie 
one to assess the effects of the various variables with greater certainty _ Some significant re-
suits of this investigation are summarized in Table 8. These are presented in terms 'of IIdynamic 
increments" for maximum bending moment at mid-span. The term Ildynamic increment ll repre-
sents the difference between the amplification factor and unity_ It is analogous to the impact 
factor as defined in the AASHO Bridge Specifications. 
Table 8. Summary of Maximum Dynamic increments 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Effect of Effect of Effect of 
Span Velocity Axle Spacing Velocitl: and AASHO 
(ft. ) Axle Spacing 
20 61 34 61 30 
45 15 32 32 29 
70 30 18 30 26 
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Column (1) in Table 8 gives the maximum value of the dynamic increment for the 
group of problems considered in Art. 20 for which the speed of a vehicle was varied from ap-
proximately 17 mph to 73 mph. Column (2) gives the maximum values of the dynamic incre-
ment for the group of problems considered in Art. 21 for which the axle spacing of a vehicle 
was varied from zero to 35 ft. for three vehicle speeds: 35 mph, 52 mph, and 68 mph. In 
Column (3) is given the larger of the values shown in Columns (1) and (2). It is to be noted 
that the dynamic increment for each span length listed in Column (3) is the absolute maximum 
for all problems considered in this report involving vehicle speed and axle spacing as variables. 
Although it does not necessarily correspond to the real absolute maximum of all possible com-
binations of axle spacing and velocity within practical ranges, it could be regarded as a lower 
bound of the real absolute maximum. It is of interest to compare this dynamic increment as 
listed in Column (3) with the impact factor given by the present AASHO Specifications, which 
factor is listed in Column (4) of Table 8. It can be noted that the dynamic increments shown 
in Column (3) indicate the same trend as the AASHO impact factors of decreasing dynamic 
effects with increasing span length. However, it is noteworthy that while the difference be-
tween the 20-ft. and 45-ft. spans for the AASHO impact factors is negligible, the same dif-
ference for the dynamic increments given in Column (3) is very significant. 
That a bridge may vibrate freely with appreciable amplitude after a vehicle has 
left the span can be seen from most vibration records of bridges tested. This free vibration 
represents the initial motion of the bridge if one considers the dynami c response of the bridge 
to another vehicle whi ch follows the preceding one sufficiently closely. 
As shown in Art. 22, the maximum effect of an initial osci Ilation of a bridge is to 
increase the dynamic response of the bridge. This maximum effect can be estimated approxi-
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mately by adding to the dynamic increment for the case of no initial oscillation the value of 
qb corresponding to the given initial osci Ilation. Assuming that this method is reasonably 
accurate, one could easily adiust the values given in CoJumn (3) of Table 8 so as to include 
the effect of the initial oscillation. The resulting values would then represent the maximum 
dynamic increments due to the effect of all the factors involved in the problems of Group (1). 
Assuming a value of qb = 0.10 (this corresponds to an amplitude of initial vibration equal to 
one tenth of the maximum static deflection at mid-span produced by the vehicle.), the maximum 
dynamic increments for the Group·( 1) factors would then be 71 percent, 42 percent, and 
40 percent for the 20-ft., 45-ft., and 70-ft. spans, respective Iy. Need I ess to say I these 
are rather large dynami c increments, parti cu larly when viewed in the light of the fact that 
they have not included the effect of roadway unevenness. 
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APPENDIX 
EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL . SOLUTION 
.The numerical solution given in this Appendix has been carried out on a desk 
calculator. The purpose of this computation is two-fold: to provide a check on thelLLlAC 
program described in Art. 16, and to illustrate in detail the procedure of solution of numerical 
problems considered in this report . 
. The final answers sought for any of these problems are the responses of the beam. 
However, the heart of the problem is the integration of the governing di fferential equations. 
As will be seen later in this Appendix, once the differential equations have been integrated, ' ; 
the computation of the response becomes a matter of si mp Ie arithmetic. 
The mathematical problem considered here is referred to as an "initial value 
problem". The given conditions of the problem are: (a) the governing differential equations, 
and (b) the values of the dependent variables and of the first derivatives (in this report these 
are: cp, cP it;" ~ i ·8 r e ) at a given time, say, T=T • It is required to find the 
T T T 0 
corresponding values of the dependent variables that satisfy the differential equations at the 
time, say, T = T + A T. Physically speaking, the problem is the following: given the dis-
o 
placement and velocity of the beam, and the vertical and angular displacements and velocities 
of the sprung load when the load is at point x on the span, it is required to find the corres-
ponding displacements and velocities when the load has moved from x to x + 6. x on the span. 
A 1. Outline of Procedure. 
The following is an outline of the steps taken in carrying out the numerical 
solution. 
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(a) Computation of Initial Acceleration. The initial accelerations are needed for 
the integration process described in step (b). 
(a-1) Compute, for T = To' the functions sin ~j ,Y ( ~j ) and 7 ( ~ j ) 
and their derivatives. 
(a-2) Compute the variab Ie coeffi ci ents of the di fferentia I equations 
for T = T 
o 
(0-3) Compute, from the differential equations, the initial accelerations, 
i . e., rh , ~ , and e at T = T .' J TT TT TT 0 
(b) Integration Over Time Increment 6. T. 
(b- 1) Repeat (0-1) and (a-2) for T = T + L::,. T . 
o 
(b-2) Assume the values of c:P , s ,and e corresponding to 
TT TT TT 
(b-3) Using the values and derivatives of the dependent variables at 
T = T and the assumed second derivatives for T = T + 6. T in (b-2), compute 4> I CPT; 
o 0 
s: , s ; and e, e from the following equations: 
T T 
where Y represents any of the three dependent variables. These equations ,represent the" linear 
acceleration" relationships, orf3 = 1/6 . 
(b-4) Using the values of the dependent variables and of the first 
derivatives obtained in step (b-3) together with the coefficients found in (b-l), compute the 
second derivatives from the differential equations. 
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(b-5) Compare the second derivatives obtained in (b-4) with those assumed 
in (b-2). If the differences are not "tolerable", then use the values obtained in (b-4) as the 
assumed second derivatives in (b-2), and repeat the cycle of iteration. The iteration is con-
sidered completed if the assumed values in (b-2) agree with those derived in (b-4) within a 
certain "tolerance ll set by the user of the procedure. 
(c)' Computation of Response. 
(c-l) Compute the maxi mum stati c moments. 
(c-2) Compute the dynamic axle loads. 
(c-3) Compute the dynamic moments and deflections. 
(c-4) Compute the amplification factors. 
By repeating steps (b) and (c), one can continue to solve for the response of the 
beam at or = -r + n A or, where n is any integer. The end conditions for any particular interva I 
o 
are obviously the initial conditions for the next interval. Thus, the values and the derivatives of 
the dependent variables corresponding to or = T + L:::.. T are the initial conditions for the in-
o 
tegration of the di fferentia I equations from T = T + D. T to T = T + 2 AT. 
o 0 
A-2. N umeri ca I Examp Ie. 
The fo Ilowing illustrates the operations involved in i ntegrati ng the di fferential 
equations over a single interval of time, and the computation of the response of the beam at 
the end of the interval. To make the example as general as possible, the initial conditions 
are chosen so as to correspond to the case in which both axles of the load are on the beam. 
(a) Prob lem Parameters. 
(1) Basi c Parameters: 
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a = o. ] 2000 00000 r 2 = 0.02950 00000 
P /2n. = 0.11936 62073 r1 = 0.07517 00000 
J = 0.00548 59444 u 2 = 0.09220 00000 
Y2 = O. 00482 60000 (j 1 = O. 16028 00000 
Yl = 0.01166 00000 
(2) Initial Condition .Parameters: 
f = 0.73000 00000 4>T = O. 10000 00000 
~ = 0.30000;'00000 (T = 0.01000 00000 
e = 4.00000 00000 eT = 0.02000 00000 
T = 0.75000 00000 
(3) Profile Variation Parameters: 
E = 1fx/L 2-£.~ b.p 
0.75 0.00000 00000 0.00000 00000 
0.76 -0. 03444 60723 O. 00000: 34445 
1.50 0.00000 00000 0.00000 00000 
1. 51 -0.04990 76236 0.00000 49908 
(b) Interval of ,Integration: T = 0.75 to T = 0.76, AT = 0.01. 
(c) Numerical Solution. 
(1) Computation of 'l-functions and i: -functions. Since both axles are 
on the span, e 1 =e2 = 1. The 0 -functions, calculated from Eqs. (14-12) to (14-14), are 
shown in Table Al.The Y-functions are calculated from Eqs. (14-2) to 04-11), and are 
shown in Table A2. 
(2) Computation of Coefficients of Differentia~ Equations. The coef-
ficients of the differential equations are computed from Eqs. (13-5), and are shown in Table A3. 
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(3) Computation of Initial Accelerations. These accelerations are com-
pute.d from Eqs. (13-2tto (13-4), and are listed in the first row of Table M. 
(4) Integration by Iteration. The method used in carrying out the numeri-
cal integration is described in section (b) of the preceding article. The computations involved 
are shown in Table A4. 
(5) Computation of Response. The maxi mum stati c moment at mid-span 
and the absolute maximum static moment, calculated from Eqs. (13-7) and (13-8), are 
0.86472 43412 ; (M)Ab s a s. = 0.86929 92172. 
The dynamic axle loads·as computed from Eqs. (13-9) and (13-10) are 
P 1 = 0.56172 65045 i P 2 = 0.42560 04656. 
The dynamic bending moments due to the axle loads are computed from Eqs. 
(13-12) and are given in the following: 
- A1 
(Md)1T/2 = 0.27178 07114 
- Al 
(Md) ~ 1 = 0.41206 54822 = O. 2 1388 86176 
(M)~ = 0.42496 29114 
d ~2 = 0.28229 97512 
The bending moments due to the inertia forces of the beam, computed from 
- B -B 
Eq.(13-14), are (Md)1T/2 = -0.02668 75365; (M d); = -0.01838 56162 ; and 1 
(M)B = -Q02663 82306. 
d ~2 
The amplification factors for bending moments are then as follows: 
(A. M.)1T /2 = [ (Md)!/2 -AJ' -A + (M d)1T /2 -;- (M s) 1T /2 = 0.75656 61190 
(A.M·)l [(M d)~ - A ] . (M)A = + (Md) ~ = 0.69891 75550 s abs. 1 1 
Table A 1. '7 -Functions 
. Beainnina of Sine Cosine (1/~Yj + ~ ) Sine (1/~Yj + ~)Cosine 
Interval 
~I =0.75 0.68163 87600 0.73168 88689 0.00739 83367 0.00794 15681 
~z = 1.50 0.99749 49866 0.07073 72017 0.00428 00016 0.00030 35156 
1/411' 0.07957 74715 
1 0.09125 58098 
01: 0.00824 50837 
1r-r; -0.01167 83383 
End of 
Interval 
~I = 0:76 0.68892 14451 0.72483 60107 0.00747 73811 0.00786 71889 
~z= ;1. 51 0.99815 24725 0.06075 88812 0.00428 28227 0.00026 07012 
1/411' 0.07957 74715 
'7 0.09133 76754 
'7-c 0.00812 78900 
0r-r: -0.01176 02039 
Table A2 .. Y -Functions 
Beginning of Interval End of Interval 
~)=O.75 .. ·." ~z= 1.50 ~1=0.76 ~z= 1.51 
"'Vb 0.05448 01952 0.07907 85537 0.05505 26680 0.07912 92570 
t·= 2. <ip· 0.00873 09503 0.01169 94250 0.00886 59741 O. 011 77 65611 J k J 
~ 0.06321 11455 0.09077 79787 0.06391 86421 0.09090 58181 J 
'fb,,; 0.05752 83893 0.00545 51455 0.05696 53051 0.00468 54381 
t,l:"" t~)j,"C 0.01354 60171 0.00781 67218 0.01345 80451 0.00761 01567 
y. "t 0.07107 44064 0.01327 18673 0.07042 33503 0.01229 55949 J' 
tbl -rt: -0.05605 29528 -0.07694 96556 -0.05656 28255 -0.07699 07783 
ij,n;%ftt1,"rr; -0.00858 17788 -0.02055 46662 -0.00901 16106 -0.02075 73306 
"fj ,1:""t ...:0. 06463 47316 -0.09750 43218 -0.06557 44361 .";0.09774 81089 
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Table A3. Coefficients of Differential Equations 
Coefficients T = 0.75 T= 0.76 
A 1.02058 81348 1 .02083 14509 
B 1. 51744 98840 1.52988 48680 
C .- O. 05085 76953 -0.05411 39738 
D 50.69767 21250 50.74315 29860 
E 0.02384 09797 0.02366 03097 
F 70.60627 13200 70.62335 86000 
V 0.00000 00000 -0.91990 93200 
G 7.33206 98930 7.38994 14220 
H 9.79808 73750 (Constant) 
N 0.95692 78025 (Constant) 
G 0.00000 00000 -5.84650 75689 
Q 
-61.09568 72300 -64.56152 12300 
K :352.50293. 52000 (Constant) 
L 215.44958 66000 (Constant) 
-Q 0.00000 00000 46.56007 65900 
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Table A4. Integration by Iteration 
(1) (2) (3) 
Bs ce E~T 
T = 0.75 .0.45523 49652 -0.20343 07813 0.00238 40980 
T = 0.76 
1 st Cycle 0.45~59 58262 -0.21270 58597 0.00222 79794 
2nd Cycle 0.45944 62176 -0.21276 76255 0.00233 34065 
3rd Cycle 0.45944 62727 -0.21276 72428 0.00232 97708 
4th Cycle 0.45944 62724 -0.21276 72451 0.00232 97763 
5th Cycle '0.'45944 62724 -0.2]276 7245] 0.00232 97763 
(4) (5) (6) 
f..t O-v ( 1 )+ (2) ~ (3) - (4 )+(5) 
T = 0.75 51 .54257 80636 50.69767 21245 -0.59548 58532 
T = 0.76 
1 st Cycle 51 . 6236] 47989 51.66306 23057 O. 314 10 94939 
2nd Cycle 51. 62467 12961 51.66306 23057 0.28273 61951 
3rd Cycle 51 . 62462 75803 51.66306 23057 0.28278 39846 
4th Cycle 51.62462 76297 51.66306 23057 0.28278 39270 
5th .Cycle 51.62462 76297 51.66306 23057 0.28278 39270 
(7) (8) (9) 
~ = (6)/A ~ NB TT 
T = 0.75 -0.58347 32281 5.35241 10218 3.82771 12100 
T = 0.76 
1 st Cycle . 0.30769 96637 5.40183 15882 3.76139 72281 
2nd Cycle 0.27696 65796 5.40194 21388 3.76248 94674 
3rd Cycle 0~27701 33939 5.40193 75644 3. 76248 26990 
4th Cycle 0.27701 33375 5.40193 75696 3.76248 27402 
5th Cycle 0.27701 33375 5.40193 75696 3.76248 27402 
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Table A4. Integration by lteration (Concluded) 
(10) ( 11) ( 12) 
-Hs G t; =(8)+(9)+ 
TT (11)-(10) 
T= 0.75 2.93942 62120 0.00000 00000 6.24069 60190 
T = 0.76 
1 st Cycle 2.94346 33654 -5.84650 75689 0.37325 78820 
2nd Cycle 2.94250 52036 -5.84650 75689 0.37541 88337 
3rd Cycle 2.94250 55563 -5.84650 75689 0.37540 71382 
4th Cycle 2.94250 55544 -5.84650 75689 0.37540 71865 
5th Cycle 2.94250 55544 -5.84650 75689 0.37540 71865 
(13) (14) (15) 
Q'P L~ KB 
T = 0.75 -44.59985 16770 64.63487 59800 1410.01174 08000 
T = 0.76 
1st Cycle -47. 19258 85270 64.72364 87070 1385.58369 80000 
2nd Cycle -47.19355 43410 64.70257 97410 1385.98604 56000 
3rd Cycle -47. 19351 43780 64.70258 74970 1385.98355 23000 
4th Cycle -47. 19351 44230 64.70258 74540 1385.98356 75000 
5th Cycle -47. 19351 44230 64.70258 74540 1385.98356 75000 
(16) (17) 
-Q e =(13 )+(14)+ 
TT (16)-( 15) 
T = 0.75 0.00000 00000 -1389.97671 60000 
T = 0.76 
1st Cycle 46.56007 65900 -1321.49256 20000 
2nd Cycle 46.56007 65900 -1321.91694 40000 
3rd Cycle 46.56007 65900 -1321.91440 30000 
4th Cycle 46.56007 65900 -1321.91441 80000 
5th Cycle 46.56007 65900 -1321.91441 80000 
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(A.M·)2 = == 0.78295 76040 
The stati c defl ect; an at m; d -span accord; ng to Eq. (13 - 16) ; s cY) ~ /2 = 
[(8x96)/1T 4 ] xO.01171 30882 = 0.0923492012. 
The dynam; c defle ct; on at m; d -span accord; ng to E q . (13 - 17) ; s cY)~ /2 = 
O. 09262 77806. 
(d) Comparison of Results with Machine Solution. In Table A5 are listed the re-
suits obtained on a desk calculator and those obtained on the ILLIAC. It is seen that in 
general they agree to seven significant figures. The slight descrepancies are due to some 
large scaling factors used in connection wi th the ILLIAC solutions. 
Table A5. Comparison of Answers From Desk Calculator and ILLIAC 
Desk· Ca I cu lator ILLIAC 
(A. M.)1T/2 0.75656 61190 0.75656 56900 
(A.M.)l 0.69891 75550 0.69891 71520 
(A.M·)2 0.78295 76040 0.78295 71650 
<Yd)~/2 0.09262 77810 0.09262 77770 
A 
(ys) 1T/2 0.09234 92010 0.09234 92010 
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